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« Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close they were to 

success when they gave up », Thomas Edison 

« Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to 

understand more, so that we may fear less », Maria Skłodowska-Curie 
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I. SUMMARY 

The heterogeneous tumor stroma can support therapy resistance at multiple levels. 

Critical components of the stroma are here the fibroblasts and in particularly cancer-

associated fibroblasts (CAFs). The aim of the present study was to investigate if and how 

fibroblasts alter the radiation response of cancer cells. Therefore, a general approach was 

used where cells from different tumor types in combination with different fibroblasts were 

analyzed for their behavior upon radiation. The influence of the cells on each other (tumor 

promoting versus suppressing) was also analyzed in vitro and in vivo.  

First, in vitro experiments aimed to determine the influence of fibroblasts on the 

tumor cell survival, cell death, and proliferation after irradiation using indirect (transwell) and 

direct cell co-culture (3D model) of different fibroblasts/cancer cells combinations. In indirect 

co-culture, paracrine signals from embryonic NIH-3T3 fibroblasts promoted MPR31.4 

prostate cancer cell proliferation and clonogenic survival whereas it impaired the proliferation 

and favored cell death of B16F10 melanoma cancer cells after radiation. Moreover, paracrine 

signals from L929 skin fibroblasts induced higher levels of apoptosis in irradiated MPR31.4 

cells, although these cells promoted proliferation and clonogenic survival of irradiated 

Py8119 cells. Direct and indirect co-culture of cancer cells and fibroblasts resulted in different 

effects depending on the respective cell sets used. NIH-3T3 co-cultured with MPR31.4 and 

L929 with Py8119 revealed a tumor-promoting and radio-resistance effect whereas L929 co-

cultured with MPR31.4 and NIH-3T3 with B16F10 revealed a tumor-suppressive effect. 

The results could be confirmed in vivo. Co-implantation of MPR31.4 cells and NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts or Py8119 cells and L929 fibroblasts led to increased tumor growth and reduced 

radiation-induced tumor growth delay when compared to tumors without fibroblasts. In 

contrast, co-implantation of MPR31.4 cells with L929 fibroblasts had neither an effect on 

tumor growth nor radiation-induced tumor growth delay. NIH-3T3 induced MPR31.4 prostate 

cancer cell radio-resistance and L929 induced Py8119 breast cancer cell radio-resistance 

whereas L929 had no effect on MPR31.4 radiation response.  

Thus, the impact of fibroblasts on cancer cell behavior and radiation response largely 

depends on the combinations of the respective cell types used as they either exert a pro-

tumorigenic effect, an anti-tumorigenic effect or no effect. The plasticity of CAFs ranging 

from tumor stimulation/radio-resistance to tumor inhibition/radio-sensitivity, which is largely 

influenced by paracrine communications with the cancer cells, allows for such a broad 

spectrum of activities by the same fibroblast-type.  
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Das heterogene Tumorstroma kann die Therapieresistenz auf mehreren Ebenen 

unterstützen. Kritische Bestandteile des Stromas sind hier die Fibroblasten und insbesondere 

Tumor-assoziierte Fibroblasten (CAFs). Ziel der vorliegenden Studie war es zu untersuchen, 

ob und wie Fibroblasten die Strahlenantwort von Tumorzellen beeinflussen. Dafür wurde ein 

Screening-Ansatz verwendet, bei dem etablierte Zelllinien unterschiedlicher Tumorntitäten in 

Kombination mit verschiedenen Fibroblasten-Zelllinien hinsichtlich ihres Verhaltens nach 

Bestrahlung analysiert wurden. Der Einfluss der Zellen aufeinander (Tumor- bzw./ 

Radioresistenz-fördernde oder -hemmende Wirkung) wurde in vitro und in vivo analysiert. 

Die In-vitro-Experimente zielten darauf ab, den Einfluss verschiedener Fibroblasten in 

indirekter (Transwell) bzw. direkter Zell-Co-Kultur (3D-Modell) auf das Überleben, die 

Proliferation und den Zelltod der Tumorzellen nach Bestrahlung in verschiedenen 

Kombinationen zu bestimmen. In der indirekten Co-Kultur förderten parakrine Signale von 

embryonalen NIH-3T3-Fibroblasten die Proliferation von MPR31.4-Prostatakrebszellen und 

das klonogene Überleben, während sie die Proliferation von B16F10-Melanomzellen 

beeinträchtigten und deren Zelltod nach Bestrahlung begünstigten. Darüber hinaus 

induzierten parakrine Signale von L929-Hautfibroblasten in bestrahlten MPR31.4-Zellen 

höhere Apoptosewerte, obwohl diese Zellen die Proliferation und das klonogene Überleben 

von bestrahlten Py8119-Zellen förderten. Die direkte Co-Kultur von Krebszellen und 

Fibroblasten führte ebenfalls zu unterschiedlichen Wirkungen, abhängig von den jeweiligen 

verwendeten Zellkombinationen. MPR31.4 in Kombination mit NIH-3T3 und Py8119 mit L929 

zeigten eine überlebensfördernde Wirkung, während L929 in Ko-kultur mit MPR31.4 Zellen 

sowie NIH-3T3 mit B16F10, das Überleben der bestrahlten Tumorzellen verminderten. 

Die Ergebnisse konnten in vivo bestätigt werden. Die Co-Implantation von MPR31.4-

Zellen und NIH-3T3-Fibroblasten oder Py8119-Zellen und L929-Fibroblasten führte im 

Vergleich zu Tumoren ohne Fibroblasten zu erhöhtem Tumorwachstum und verringerter 

strahlungsinduzierter Tumorwachstumsverzögerung. Im Gegensatz dazu hatte die Co-

Implantation von MPR31.4-Zellen mit L929-Fibroblasten weder Einfluss auf das 

Tumorwachstum noch die durch Strahlung verursachte Verzögerung des Tumorwachstums. 

NIH-3T3 steigerte die Radioresistenz von MPR31.4-Prostatakarzinomzellen und L929 die 

Radioresistenz von Py8119 Brustkrebszellen, während L929 keinen Einfluss auf die 

Strahlenantwort subkutaner Tumoren von MPR31.4-Zellen hatte. 

Der Einfluss von Fibroblasten auf das Verhalten von Krebszellen und die 

Strahlenreaktion hängt von den Kombinationen der jeweils verwendeten Zelltypen ab, da 

diese entweder einen pro-tumorigenen bzw. resistenzfördernden Effekt, einen 
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antitumorigenen Effekt bzw. radiosensitivitätsfördernden oder keinen Effekt ausübten. Die 

Plastizität der CAFs erlaubt es Tumorzellen in Richtung Tumorwachstum / Radio-Resistenz 

bis zu Tumorhemmung / Strahlenempfindlichkeit zu beeinflussen, Diese Effekte werden 

weitgehend durch parakrine Kommunikation mit den Krebszellen vermittelt, die ein breites 

Spektrum an Aktivitäten durch denselben Fibroblasten-Typ ermöglicht. 
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Les résistances aux traitements antitumorals peuvent être soutenu par les cellules 

non cancéreuses hétérogènes du microenvironnement tumoral (TME) ou stroma à différents 

niveaux. Les composants critiques du stroma sont ici les fibroblastes et en particulier les 

fibroblastes associés au cancer (FACs). Le but de ce projet était d’étudier comment les 

fibroblastes influencent la réponse tumorale à la radiothérapie. Par conséquent, une 

approche générale a été utilisée. Différents types de cellules cancéreuses en présence de 

différents fibroblastes ont été analysées pour déterminer leur comportement après 

irradiation. L'influence des cellules les unes sur les autres (promotion versus suppression des 

cellules cancéreuses) a également été analysée in vitro et in vivo. 

Premièrement, les expériences in vitro visaient à déterminer l’influence des 

fibroblastes sur la survie, la mort et la prolifération des cellules cancéreuses après radiation. 

La co-culture de différentes combinaisons de fibroblastes et de cellules cancéreuses a été 

établis de façon indirecte (transwell) et directe (modèle 3D). En co-culture indirecte, les 

signaux paracrines des fibroblastes embryonnaires, NIH-3T3 ont favorisé la prolifération et la 

survie clonogénique des cellules cancéreuses de la prostate, MPR31.4 (confirmé également 

en co-culture tri-dimensionnelle direct) bien qu’ils aient altéré la prolifération des cellules 

cancéreuses du mélanome, B16F10 et aient favorisé leurs morts après irradiation. De plus, 

les signaux paracrines des fibroblastes cutanés L929 ont induit une augmentation de 

l’apoptose des cellules MPR31.4 alors qu’ils ont favorisé la prolifération et la survie 

clonogénique des cellules cancéreuses du sein, Py8119 après irradiation. La co-culture de 

cellules cancéreuses et de fibroblastes a eu des effets différents selon l’origine et le type des 

cellules utilisés. La co-culture des fibroblastes NIH-3T3 avec les cellules MPR31.4 et des 

fibroblastes L929 avec les cellules Py8119 a révélé un effet promoteur de tumeur via 

induction de la résistance tumorale à la radiothérapie alors que les fibroblastes L929 co-

cultivée avec les cellules MPR31.4 et les fibroblastes NIH-3T3 avec les cellules B16F10 a 

révélé un effet suppresseur de tumeur avec induction de sensitivité tumorale à la 

radiothérapie. 

Ces résultats ont pu être confirmés in vivo. La co-implantation des cellules MPR31.4 

avec les fibroblastes NIH-3T3 et des cellules Py8119 avec les fibroblastes L929 ont entraîné 

une croissance accrue de la tumeur et une réduction du retard de croissance de la tumeur 

induite par les radiations par rapport aux tumeurs implantées sans fibroblastes. En revanche, 

la co-implantation des cellules MPR31.4 avec les fibroblastes L929 n'a eu aucun effet sur la 

croissance tumorale ni sur le retard de croissance tumorale induite par les radiations. La 

radiorésistance des cellules cancéreuses de la prostate MPR31.4 est donc induite par les 
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fibroblastes NIH-3T3 et celles des cellules Py8119 par les fibroblastes L929 bien que les 

fibroblastes L929 n’ont pas d’effet sur la réponse tumorale des cellules MPR31.4 à la 

radiothérapie. 

L'impact des fibroblastes sur la progression des cellules cancéreuses et la réponse 

tumorale à la radiothérapie dépend en grande partie des combinaisons des types de cellules 

respectifs utilisés, car elles exercent soit un effet pro-tumorigène, soit un effet anti-

tumorigène ou aucun effet. La plasticité des FAC allant de la stimulation et radiorésistance 

tumorale à l'inhibition et radiosensibilité tumorale, est largement influencée par les 

communications paracrines avec les cellules cancéreuses. Cette plasticité permet un large 

spectre d'activités d’un même fibroblaste.  
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II. INTRODUCTION 

A. Cancer incidence and mortality 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world1. According to the 

GLOBOCAN data base, 18.1 million new cancer cases and 9.6 million cancer death 

were estimated in 20182. Cancer incidence and mortality are rapidly growing 

worldwide. Among the different cancer types lung, breast (female), colorectal and 

prostate (male) cancers explain one-third of cancer incidence and mortality 

worldwide and are the respective top 4 cancers in terms of incidence and within the 

top 8 in terms of mortality (Figure II.1).  

These high numbers strongly recommend expanding cancer research aiming at a 

better understanding for the mechanisms underlying tumor development, 

aggressiveness, and therapy resistance. 

Figure II.1: Distribution of cases and deaths for the 10 most common cancers in 2018 

(both sex). Worldwide in 2018, there were about 2.1 million newly diagnosed female breast 

cancer cases, accounting for almost 1 in 4 cancer cases among women. There were also 

almost 1.3 million new cases of prostate cancer and 359,000 associated deaths worldwide in 

2018, ranking as the second most frequent cancer and the fifth leading cause of cancer 

death in men. Source: GLOBOCAN 20182. 
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B. Microenvironment 

Genetic and cell-biology studies indicate that tumor growth is not just determined 

by malignant cancer cells themselves, but it is also supported by the tumor 

microenvironment, also termed tumor stroma3. Tumor cells do not act in isolation, 

but preferably survive in a rich microenvironment3. Under physiological conditions, 

the stroma is an important barrier to malignant transformation of cells. However, 

during neoplastic transformation the role of the stroma becomes changed with the 

potential to foster cancer cell invasiveness, progression, and potentially therapy 

resistance4,5. As the tumor evolves, the microenvironment progresses into an 

activated state by continuous paracrine tumor-stroma-cell communication which in 

turn synergistically supports and augments the tumor growth potential by creating a 

dynamic signaling exchange6,7. Many of the hallmarks of cancer as defined by 

Hanahan and Weinberg are provided or supported by various stromal components3 

(Figure II.2). 

 

 

 

Figure II.2: The Hallmarks of Cancer: Next generation, the catalog of cancer cell 

capacities is a manifestation of ten essential alterations in cell physiology that collectively 

induce malignant growth5. 
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1. Stromal composition 

In solid tumors, the stroma includes various cells types. Apart from cancer 

cells, the tumor microenvironment contains cells of the immune system, the tumor 

vasculature (endothelial cells), fibroblasts, mesenchymal stem cells, as well as 

pericytes, sometimes adipocytes and non-cellular stroma, the extracellular matrix. 

(ECM) (Figure II.3). 

Numerous immune cells can infiltrate tumor tissue and adopt tumor promoting 

or suppressing activities, which indicates a functional plasticity of stromal immune 

cells8–10. Pericytes, endothelial, smooth muscle cells and vessels provide nutrients 

and oxygen to the tumor by building up tumor blood vessels. Fibroblasts have been 

identified as one of the most active cell types of the tumor stroma11–13. In the 

microenvironment, fibroblasts are transformed into activated myofibroblasts, also 

termed cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) through transforming growth factor beta 

(TGF-β) and interleukin (IL)-1 beta signaling14,15. CAFs were supposed to be the 

most important and most numerous cells in the stroma12,16–18. They are found in 

almost all solid cancers, but their relative abundance differs. Breast, prostate, and 

pancreatic cancers contain high numbers of CAFs, whereas brain, renal, and ovarian 

cancers were shown to contain less CAF numbers 19,20. There is evidence that the 

interaction between the cancer cells and stromal cells of the microenvironment is bi-

Figure II.3: Stroma cells, surrounded by 

immuno-histochemical pictures from breast 

carcinomas illustrating staining of 

representative markers for each 

compartment. The cancer-associated 

fibroblasts are shown with α-SMA staining, 

the pericytes with PDGF receptor-β staining, 

the extracellular matrix with collagen-1a1 

staining, the lymphocytes with CD45 

staining, the myeloid cells with CD11c 

staining, the endothelial cells with CD34 

staining and to finish the malignant cells with 

cytokeratin 14 staining. Source: Hallmarks of 

cancer: Interactions with the tumor stroma3. 
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directional and dynamic21–24. Neoplastic cells can secrete factors that recruit and 

activate stromal cells into the tumor microenvironment in a paracrine fashion. 

Stromal cells that have been recruited and activated can then release factors into the 

extracellular milieu that can stimulate or inhibit tumor growth. 

Indeed, stromal cells provide signals to support tumor cell survival and tumor 

growth3. For example, CAFs were shown to express many factors such as hepatocyte 

growth factor (HGF), fibroblasts growth factor (FGF) or cytokines such as interleukin-

6 (IL-6)25 which -acting in isolation- are sufficient to induce transformation of 

epithelial cells26. In addition, part of the ability of tumor cells to evade programmed 

cell death is derived from survival signals supplied by the stromal compartment. For 

example, CAFs are known to produce insulin-like growth factors 1 and 2 (IGF-1 and 

2)27,28 which are known to pass on survival signals. Stromal cells also support 

angiogenesis. Major pro-angiogenic factors (e.g. VEGF, prostaglandin E2, (PGE2)) 

expressed within the tumor were shown to be produced principally by stromal cells29. 

For example, paracrine activation of PDFG-β receptor signaling in CAFs induces the 

expression of pro-angiogenic FGF-2 and the epithelial cell growth factor FGF-730. 

Moreover, stromal cells are also involved in cancer cell invasion and metastasis. 

Indeed, CAFs contribute to this process by inducing epithelial-to-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) of tumor cells e.g. through secretion of TGF-β and HGF25. In 

addition, CAFs remodel the extracellular matrix (ECM) by secreted proteases which 

lead to enhance tumor invasion and metastasis by cleaving the adhesion between 

tumor cells and adjacent cells or matrix31. 

2. Fibroblast transition: from healthy function to tumor stroma 

Fibroblasts were first described in the late 19th century, based on their 

location and their microscopic appearance32,33. Fibroblasts are non-vascular, non-

epithelial, and non-inflammatory cells, and are the principal cellular component of 

the connective tissue 34. In a healthy context, fibroblasts are in an inactive quiescent 

state and can become activated during wound healing or fibrosis35 (Figure II.4). 

Herein, fibroblasts can differentiate into contractile and secretory myofibroblasts that 

have a role in tissue repair and contribute to wound closure36.  
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Figure II.4: Model of myofibroblasts differentiation. Quiescent fibroblasts don’t show fiber 

stress or complexes adhesion with the ECM. But under mechanical stress, fibroblasts will 

differentiate into proto-myofibroblasts which form cytoplasmic stress fibers. Functionally, 

these cells can generate contractile force. Under TGF-β and fibronectin (ED-A) stimulation, in 

addition of mechanism stress, proto-myofibroblasts are modulated into differentiated 

myofibroblasts that are characterized by the expression of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) 

and of a strong stress fibers development. Functionally, differentiated myofibroblasts 

generate greater contractile force than proto-myofibroblasts. Source: Tomasek and al, 200233 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After tissue damage, they can be activated by cytokines (TGF-β, IL-1) locally 

released from inflammatory and resident cells37 or from malignant cells10. Fibroblasts 

can further migrate into the injured tissue and synthesize extracellular matrix 

components38. They can attract immune cells which participate in tissue homeostasis 

and contribute to ECM remodelling39 (Figure II.5)40. 

 

In addition, fibroblasts can support and maintain the tissues’ and organs’ 

architecture41.  
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In tumors, cancer cells are able to hijack the normal function of fibroblasts. At 

the early stage, fibroblasts can prevent cancer progression by GAP junction between 

themselves42,43. GAP junctions are specialized intercellular connections. Fibroblasts 

form fibroblast-fibroblast connections and can physically prevent cancer progression 

(like three-dimensional network). Resident/normal fibroblasts can exert diverse 

suppressive functions against cancer initiation and progression via direct cell-cell 

contact, paracrine signaling by soluble factors (e.g. tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), 

IL-6), and ECM stability44. Tumors are described as wounds that do not heal45. At 

later stages however, cancer cells reprogram and activate these cells towards CAFs46. 

Indeed, it is known since decades that TGF-β, produced by cancer cells, plays an 

important role in myofibroblast differentiation by regulating the expression of α-SMA 

which is an important constituent of CAFs47,48.  

Figure II.5: Model of the role of myofibroblasts during wound healing. When a wound is 

filled by a fibrin clot, fibroblasts are stimulated to produce fibronectin extra-domain-A (ED-A) 

(a). They acquire the proto-myofibroblast phenotype. Proto-myofibroblasts are stimulated to 

secrete TGF-β1 and increased levels of fibronectin, ED-A (b). Proto-myofibroblasts become 

differentiated myofibroblasts by synthesizing α-SMA and increasing contractile force (c). 

When a healing wound closes, myofibroblasts disappear by apoptosis and a scar is formed 

(d) Source: adapted from Tomasek and al, 200233 
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C. Cancer–associated fibroblasts 

At the tumor site, continuous exposition of fibroblasts with different stimuli 

promotes unique characteristics. Fibroblasts acquire excessive and specific secretory 

and ECM remodeling phenotypes, and thereby turn into CAFs. CAFs then can acquire 

an increased autocrine signaling ability and proliferative efficiency44,49. 

1. Stable genome 

CAFs have stable karyotype and a lack of genetic alterations50–53. Thus, these 

cells are genetically stable and do not cause the disease. Their functions seem to 

depend on the presence of adjacent tumor cells54. Epigenetic modifications are 

required to switch normal fibroblasts into tumor invasion and growth-promoting 

CAFs44,55. Unlike wound healing, the fibroblasts in the tumor remain perpetually 

activated. Emerging data suggest that the irreversible activation of fibroblasts might 

be directed by epigenetic alterations56–58. 

2. Origin of CAFs 

Even though, the resident fibroblasts are often admitted as the main source of 

CAFs48, their low proliferative capacity challenges the model of local fibroblast 

activation as unique CAF-source. The origin of CAFs is manifold: CAFs were shown to 

be derived from different precursor cells: When a cancer appears in an organ, it 

includes the expansion of resident quiescent fibroblasts59. Nevertheless, CAFs can be 

recruited from another source such as the bone marrow with bone marrow-derived 

mesenchymal and hematopoietic stem cells54,60,61. Additionally, they might derive 

from other stromal cells as a result of trans-differentiation of pericytes, endothelial62, 

epithelial cells63 or adipocytes (Figure II.6).  

For example, endothelial cells can suppress their CD31 expression and up-

regulate the expression of fibroblast specific protein 1 (FSP-1) via the endothelial-

mesenchymal transition (EndoMT) process. As explained in the paper of Dr. Zeisberg 

et al., 200762, TGF-β can induce proliferating endothelial cells to undertake a 

phenotypic conversion into fibroblast-like cells. Such EndoMT is associated with the 

emergence of the mesenchymal marker FSP-1 and a down-regulation of CD31. 
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 Likewise, epithelial cells can differentiate into fibroblasts-like phenotype via 

epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in inflammation and cancer63. Fibrocytes 

from the bone marrow can also be recruited and differentiate into myofibroblasts. 

However, due to the absence of specific fibroblast/CAF markers, the precise 

identification of their biological origin is difficult64. 

3. CAF Markers and heterogeneity 

CAFs share several markers with other stromal cells, such as epithelial cells, 

endothelial cells, muscle cells, and mesenchymal stem cells12,65. Thus, the 

identification and characterization of a CAF phenotype remains challenging. Due to 

the lack of reliable and specific molecular fibroblast markers, detection of CAFs within 

the tumor requires combination of several markers. CAFs produce mesenchyme-

specific proteins, illustrating their activation state, such as fibroblast activated protein 

(FAP), FSP-1, also known as S100A4), vimentin and alpha-smooth-muscle actin (α-

SMA), all typical markers for myofibroblasts65. CAF also express receptors such as 

platelet-derived growth factor receptor β (PDGFRβ) that are involved in autocrine 

signaling loops. CAFs generate in addition a variety of matrix-components and 

matrix-remodeling enzymes such as the chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan NG2, 

(Neuron-Glial Antigen-2; NG2), tenascin C (TN-C), and fibronectin66. Moreover, those 

Figure II.6: CAFs precursors. CAFs can originate from diverse cell populations through 

different mechanisms and depending on the tissue analyzed. Source: adapted from Ziani, L., 

and al, 201856. 
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markers are expressed differently from one CAFs to another (e.g. from different 

tissue) which indicates the existence of several sub-populations of CAFs, which are 

able to exert distinct tumorigenic effects65.  

4. CAF Functions 

Fibroblasts and cancer cells communicate by paracrine signals and secretion of 

several signaling molecules like growth factors, chemokines and cytokines67–69. Vice-

versa cytokines including TGF-β, PDGF, IL-4, IL-6 or again PGE have been reported 

to induce CAF differentiation70,71 When tumor cells reroute fibroblasts into CAFs, 

interactions between CAFs and cancer cells were characterized as bi-directional and 

promote tumor growth, cancer invasion, angiogenesis and metastasis72,73 (Figure 

II.7). 

 For example, Orimo et al shown that CAFs can promote tumor growth 

through their ability to secrete stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1)67. SDF-1 

Figure II.7: CAFs functions; Hallmarks of cancer regulated by CAFs after Hanahan and 

Weinberg. E.g. Multiple CAF-derived factors maintain proliferative signaling, cell death 

resistance of cancer cells. Metabolic connection occurs between catabolic fibroblasts and 

anabolic cancer cells. CAFs fuel tumor growth through energy and biomass transfer.  CAFs 

can also induce angiogenesis and avoid cancer cells immune destruction. Many of the 

hallmarks identified by Hanahan and Weiberg required for normal tissue to become 

cancerous are interconnected with the CAFs role and functions. Source: Tommelein, J. et al, 

201565. 
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secreted by CAFs can act indirectly by recruiting endothelial progenitor cells to 

promote angiogenesis or by direct paracrine stimulation of cancer cells expressing 

the CXCR4 receptor. CAFs induce also tumor-promoting inflammation or immune 

suppression45. They can also remodel the extracellular matrix by secreting ECM 

components. These properties of CAFs support the malignant progression of 

tumors54,74 (Figure II.7)75. 

D. Radiation and microenvironment 

1. Importance of radiotherapy for cancer treatment 

There are many types of cancer treatment: surgery, radiotherapy 

chemotherapy, immunotherapy, or targeted therapy, 76. Nowadays, the majority of 

the patients will receive combinations of treatment to achieve best tumor control 

and quality of life77. Radiotherapy is recognized as an essential part of an effective 

cancer care procedure throughout the world, regardless of countries’ economic 

status78 (Figure II.8). 

 However, the global population’s life expectancy is increasing. So 

cancer incidence rates are expected to expand79. Structural improvement of 

radiotherapy availability is one of the requirements to reduce cancer mortality 

Figure II.8: Number of People Served by One Radiotherapy Unit. Source: Jaffray, D. A. & 

Gospodarowicz, M. K. Radiation Therapy for Cancer68. 
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Figure II.9: Direct and indirect actions of radiation. (Modified from Hall & Giaccia, 2011) 

Source: Desouky, O and al. Targeted and non-targeted effects of ionizing radiation. J. 

Radiat. Res. Appl. Sci. 8, 247–254 (2015). 

worldwide. The second requirements to reduce cancer related premature death is 

to explore more about the mechanisms of malignant transformation, tumor 

progression, and especially therapy resistance in order to improve treatment 

options. Indeed, today 50 to 60% of patients receive radiotherapy (RT) in their 

treatment schedules although radio-resistance still occurs. 

2. Principle of radiation therapy 

Radiation therapy works by damaging tumor cells’ DNA. DNA damage is 

caused by photons (x or y-rays; discovered by Marie Skłodowska-Curie) or charged 

particles (e.g. protons, electrons…)80.  

If biological tissues absorb any form of radiation, there is a possibility that it 

will interact directly with critical targets in the cells such as proteins, RNA, DNA, 

enzymes. But the most biologic effects of radiation result principally from DNA 

damage through the indirect effect81, through free radicals. Ionized water molecules 

in the cells produce free radicals that in turn bond with a DNA molecule, changing its 

structure. These free radicals can cause further damage to the cells resulting in a 

cellular stress response or cell death80,82 (Figure II.9). Indeed, radiotherapy lead to 

create especially DNA double strand breaks which are much more difficult to repair 

for the cell83 
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Cancer radiotherapy has two important aims: killing cancer cells while sparing 

normal tissues. The tolerance of most normal tissues to the toxic effects of ionizing 

radiation is higher than the sensitivity of the tumor cells81. In the normal tissue, cells 

proliferate not much and are highly differentiated. In contrast in tumors, cells are 

highly proliferative and less differentiated. Most healthy tissues bear generally more 

differentiated cells than tumors.  

3. Microenvironment and radio-resistance 

Over the past two decades, the radiobiologists view changed and recognized 

that the tumor microenvironment is of central importance for the radiotherapy 

response84–86. The clinical relevance of the tumor microenvironment in modulating 

the response of solid tumors to chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been 

documented87–89.  

Thus, the identification of molecules and pathways driving stroma-mediated 

resistance and more specifically CAFs-mediated resistance at advanced tumor stages 

may provide a molecular basis for the development of novel and effective strategies 

to target therapy resistance and improve treatment outcome90,91. Indeed, some 

studies tend to demonstrate the relevance of this type of investigation. For example, 

in the paper of Dr. Dauer et al., inactivation of CAF via the inhibition of the TGF-β 

signaling pathway promoted regression of pancreatic cancer cells91. In addition, 

other studies investigated the role of an anti-fibroblast activation protein (FAP)-

treatment to target stromal fibroblast function92,93. Previous work in our lab revealed 

that radiation resistance of prostate cancer cells can be linked to the membrane 

protein caveolin-1 (Cav1) in the stromal compartment. These observations suggested 

that some factors derived from the microenvironment may be involved in mediating 

radiation resistance whereas they were supposed to be tumor suppressive in the 

healthy situation. Though it had been shown that RT can promote the activation of 

fibroblasts in normal tissues and at the tumor margins towards a CAF-like phenotype 

and modulate the behavior of resident CAFs the role of fibroblasts/CAFs in 

modulating the response to radiotherapy required further definition.  
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E. Aim of the project 

The impact of CAFs on the outcome of radiotherapy was still poorly 

understood. The central hypothesis of this work was that CAFs modulate the 

radiation response of tumors among others by altering the cancer cell phenotype as 

well as by modulating the tumor vasculature and/or tumor-promoting immune 

changes. Moreover, it was postulated that exposure to ionizing radiation might 

enhance the growth- and resistance-promoting properties of fibroblasts/CAFs. 

Thus, the aims of the present PhD project were to determine and specify (1) if 

and how fibroblasts/CAFs modulate the radiation response of tumor cells from 

different tumor entities in vitro and in vivo and (2) to define how cancer cells impact 

the phenotype of stromal fibroblasts without and with irradiation (Figure II.10). 

Figure II.10: Hypothesis of the study. CAFs modulate cancer radiation response by factors 

secretion, e.g. cytokines or growth factors. Depending on the type of signals, fibroblasts 

induce different cancer radiation responses either enhancing tumor radio-resistance (e.g. by 

inducing tumor EMT) or increasing tumor radio-sensitivity (e.g by modulating tumor immune 

infiltration). Vice-versa, cancer cells induce different fibroblast activation states with pro-

tumorigenic, radiation resistance-promoting CAF1 and tumor-suppressive, radio-sensitivity-

promoting CAF2 phenotypes being the two extreme activation states.  
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III. Materials and methods 

A. Materials 

1. Technical equipment 

Table III.1: Applied technical equipment 

Device Manufacturer 

-20°C freezer Liebherr AG, Bulle, Switzerland 

4°C Refrigerator Liebherr AG, Bulle, Switzerland 

-80°C Freezer MDF-U55V Panasonic GmbH, Hamburg, Deutschland 

ABI 7900HT Real-Time PCR System Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Biological irradiator X-RAD 320 Precision X-Ray 

Centrifuge 5417 R Eppendorf 

Centrifuge Avanti JXN-26 Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA 

Centrifuge Jouan CR422 Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany 

Embedding station Shandon HistocentreTM Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany 

Flow cytometer BD Accuri™ C6 Becton Dickinson Bioscience 

Flow cytometers FACS CaliburTM Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany 

Fluorescence microscope Axio Observer Z1, 

ApoTome 

Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany 

GelCount™ colony counter Oxphord Optronix 

Incubator C200 Labotect 

Inverted light microscope Diavert Ernst Leitz 

Laminar-flow bench BDK 

Micro-plate shaker Oehmen, Essen, Germany 

AxioObserver.Z1 Inverted Microscope with 
ApoTome Optical Sectioning and a Live Cell 
Imaging System 

Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany 

Microtome RM2235,  
water bath, flattening table 

Leica, Wetzlar, Germany 

Orbital shaker MTS 2/4 IKA-Werke 

pH electrode edge® Hanna Instruments 

Photometer Nanodrop™ ND-1000 Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Pipette controller ErgoOne® FAST STARLAB 

Pipette PIPETMAN® Classic Gilson 

RS 320 cabinet irradiator XStrahl Limited 

ThermoMixer® comfort Eppendorf 

Vortexer Reax 2000 Heidolph 

Water bath GFL 
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2. Consumables 

Table III.2: Consumable material 

item Manufacturer 

6-well plates Eppendorf 

96-well plates TPP 

Cell culture dishes Sarstedt 

Cell culture flasks Sarstedt 

Centrifuge tubes Sarstedt 

Combitips advanced® Eppendorf 

Cryo tubes Sarstedt 

Flow cytometry tubes BD Falcon 

Injection needles Becton Dickinson Diagnostics 

Pasteur pipettes Brand 

Pipette tips Starlab 

Plastic syringes Becton Dickinson Diagnostics 

qPCR seal 4titude 

Reaction tubes Sarstedt 

Serological pipettes Sarstedt 

Barrier pen hydrophobic Dako, Glostrup, Denmark 

Coverslips  Engelbrecht, Edermuende, Germany 

Disposable filters CellTrics (30, 50 μm)  Partec, Görlitz, Germany 

Disposable scalpels  Mediware Servoprax, Wesel, Germany 

Embedding cassettes RotiLab Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Micropipettes Gilson, Middleton, USA 

Microscope slides Engelbrecht, Edermuende, Germany 

Microscope slides Superfrost Plus R. Langenbrinck, Teningen, Germany 

Objective slides Engelbrecht, Edermuende, Germany 

Surgical tools B Braun, Melsungen, Germany 

Millicell Hanging Cell Culture Insert, PET 
0.4um, 6-well 

Merck Millipore 

0.45 μm filter Sartorius 
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3. Kits 

Table III.3: Utilized commercial kits 

Kits Manufacturer 

Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 

qPCR MasterMix for SYBR® Green I Eurogentec 

QuantiTect® Reverse Transcription Kit Qiagen 

RNeasy® Mini Kit Qiagen 

4. General chemicals 

Table III.4: Utilized chemicals 

Chemical Manufacturer 

Acetic acid Sigma-Aldrich 

Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Carl Roth 

Coomassie brilliant blue Sigma-Aldrich 

Detection systems  
DAB+ chromogen 

DAB+ substrate buffer 

Dako, Glostrup, Denmark 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

Ethanol Carl Roth 

Ethylendiaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) Sigma-Aldrich 

Formaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich 

Glycerol Carl Roth 

Glycine Merck Millipore 

Isoflurane Sigma-Aldrich 

Paraformaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich 

Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride Sigma-Aldrich 

Propidium iodide (PI) Carl Roth 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) Merck Millipore 

Sodium citrate Carl Roth 

Sodium fluoride Sigma-Aldrich 

Sodium orthovanadate Sigma-Aldrich 

Sodium pyrophosphate Sigma-Aldrich 

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) Carl Roth 

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich 

β-mercaptoathanol Merck Millipore 
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5. Media, reagents and commercial buffers 

Table III.5: Utilized media, reagents, and commercial buffers 

Medium/Reagent/Buffer Manufacturer 

Agarose, BioReagent, for molecular biology, 
low EEO 

Sigma-Aldrich, A9539-50G 

Cell culture media                              DMEM 
RPMI 1640 

Gibco, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Fetal calf serum (FCS)  Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany 

Hoechst 33342 Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Matrigel® Matrix (HC) Corning 

Opti-MEM™ Gibco Thermo Fisher 

Page Ruler™ Pre-Stained Protein Ladder Fermentas 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) Gibco 

Trypsin-EDTA (0.05 %) Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany 

G418 (Geneticin) Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany 

Penicillin/Streptomycin100x (Pen/Strep) Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany 

Eosin G Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Masson-Goldner-Trichrome kit Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Mayer´s hematoxylin Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Mounting medium Roti Histokitt II Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

6. Buffers and solutions 

Table III.6: Composition of staining solutions for flow cytometric analyses and cell survival 
assays 

Staining solution Component Amount/Concentration 

Coomassie brilliant blue 
staining solution 

Coomassie brilliant blue 
Methanol 
Acetic acid 

0.05 % (w/v) 
20 % (v/v) 
7.5 % (v/v) 

Nicoletti Sodium citrate 
Triton X-100 
Propidium iodide in PBS 

0.1 % (w/v)  
0.1 % (v/v)  
50 μg/mL  

PI exclusion Propidium iodide 
in complete medium 

10 μg/mL 

7. Antibodies 

Table III.7: Antibodies applied for ImmunoHistology 

Antibody Origin Dilution Manufacturer 

Alpha Smooth Muscle isoform Mouse 1/50 Millipore, CBL171 

Anti-mouse (HRP-conjugated) Goat 1/500 Cell Signaling Technologies 

Anti-rat IgGHRP linked Goat 1/500 Novex/Thermo fischer, A18865 
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PCNA Mouse 1/500 Genetex, GTX20029 

Purified anti-mouse CD45 Rat 1/100 Biolegend, 103101 

8. qRT-PCR Primers 

All primers were produced by Metabion. 

Table III.8: qRT-PCR mouse primer sequences 

Primer  Sequence (5’-3’) 

pdgfr-β Forward CCTGTGCAGTTGCCTTACGA 

pdgfr-β Reverse TCTCGCTACTTCTGGCTGTC 

ng2/Cspg4 pair 2 Forward GCTGTGCGTCGTTTGAGTTT 

ng2/Cspg4 pair 2 Reverse CAACAAACAGCCCATCTGCC 

α-sma Forward ACGGCCGCCTCCTCTTCCTC 

α-sma Reverse GCCCAGCTTCGTCGTATTCC 

tgf-β Forward GAACCAAGGAGACGGAATACAG 

tgf-β Reverse AACCCAGGTCCTTCCTAAAGTC 

snai-1 Forward TCAACTGCAAATATTGTAACAAGGA 

snai-1 Reverse CTGGCACTGGTATCTCTTCACA 

snai-2 Forward TCCTTCCTGGTCAAGAAACATT 

snai-2 Reverse TGTGATCCTTGGATGAAGTGTC 

β-actin Forward CCAGAGCAAGAGAGGTATCC 

β-actin Reverse CTGTGGTGGTGAAGCTGTAG 

9. Eucaryotic cell lines 

The mouse prostate epithelial cell line MPR31.4 was a kind gift of TC Thompson, Scott 

(Department of Urology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, USA)94,95. The mouse breast 

cancer cell line Py8119, the melanoma cell line B16F10, the prostate cancer cell line 

TrampC1, and the skin and embryonic fibroblasts cell lines L929, NIH-3T3 were purchased 

from ATCC (Manassas, VA). 

10. Software and tools 

Table III.9: Applied software and tools 

Software Manufacturer 

BD Accuri™ C6 Becton Dickinson Biosciences 

GelCount™ 1.4 Oxford Optronix 

GraphPad Prism 6 GraphPad Software 

Primer-BLAST National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
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SDS 2.2 Thermo Fisher Scientific 

SparkControl™ Tecan Trading 

CellQuestTM Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Deutschland 

ZEN lite Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Deutschland 

AxioVision Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Deutschland 

FlowJo® Flow Jo 

TotalLab Quant TotalLab, Newcastle, USA 

ImageJ Wayne Rasband, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA 

B. Methods 

1. Indirect (transwell) co-culture  

Cancer cells were plated in 6 wells plates ensuring that after 72h the cells were not 

over-confluent. Transwells were added on the top of the cancer cells and fibroblasts 

were plated into the transwell either at the same cell concentration (ratio 1/1) or two 

times more (ratio 1/2).  

2. Irradiation of cell cultures 

Radiation with indicated doses (0–10 Gray (Gy)) was performed using the Isovolt-

320-X-ray machine (Seifert–Pantak, East Haven, CT) at 320 kV, 10 mA with a 1.65-

mm aluminum filter, and a distance of about 500 mm to the object being irradiated96. 

The effective photon energy was about 90 kV, and the dose rate about 3Gy/min. 

3. Cell viability assay/proliferation 

The number of living cells, dead cells and total cells were determined upon staining 

of the cells with the vital dye trypan blue. For this, cells were harvested with Trypsin-

Figure III.1: Scheme of indirect co-culture set up between fibroblasts and cancer cells 
through a transwell. 
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EDTA, re-suspended in fresh medium, diluted with trypan blue, and counted 

employing a Neubauer chamber. 

4. Scratch assay/migration 

Cells’ migration was observed by time-lapse microscopy for 72h after IR. Therefore, 

cells were grown to confluence, irradiated, and a thin wound was introduced by 

scratching with a 10 μl pipette tip. Wound closure was determined upon the different 

treatments by measuring the migration distance at different time points after 

scratching using ImageJ 1.47t (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, US 

states). 

5. Flow cytometry cell death/proliferation (propidium iodide 

staining) 

For quantification of apoptotic DNA-fragmentation (sub-G1 population), cells were 

incubated for 15–30 min with a staining solution containing 0.1% (w/v) sodium 

citrate, 50μg/ml PI, and 0.05% (v/v) Triton X-100 (v/v) and subsequently analyzed 

by flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany; FL-2)97. 

6. Colony formation assay 2D 

Clonogenic cell survival was tested in response to ionizing radiation with radiation 

doses between 0 Gy (control) and 10Gy. Exponentially grown cancer cells were 

seeded in 6-well plates and fibroblasts in transwell chambers. Cells were irradiated 

24 h after seeding (5, 7.5, 10Gy) and further incubated under standard culturing 

conditions. Plates were incubated for a total of 7 days to allow growth of single 

colonies. For determination of colony formation cells were fixed in 3.7% 

formaldehyde and 70% ethanol, stained with 0.05% Coomassie Brillant blue. 

Colonies of at least 50 cells were counted.  

7. qPCR/primer 

RNA was reverse transcribed with the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen), 

and quantitative PCR (qPCR) was carried out using specific oligonucleotide primers: 

β-actin (Actβ), PDGRFβ/ CD140b, NG2/Cspg4, α-SMA/ACTA2, Snai1, Snai2, TGF-β 

using qPCR Master Mix for SYBR Assay Rox (Eurogentec, Cologne, Germany) 
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according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Gene expression levels were normalized 

to β-actin. 

8. Generation of labeled cells 

Transfection mixtures containing plasmid pEGFP-N1 (Addgene) or pTagRFP-N 

(Evrogen) (figure II.2) (kindly obtain from the lab of Nils Cordes) and lipofectamine 

in OptiMEM were incubated 1h at 37°C on MPR31.4, Py8119 and NIH-3T3 cells. 

Then, the cells were sorted by flow cytometry and selected with G418 antibiotics.  

9. 3D colony formation assay 

Measurement of 3D cell survival was accomplished as reported before. In brief, 

single cancer cells alone or with fibroblasts were co-plated into a mixture of 1 mg/ml 

high concentration extracellular matrix (Corning® Matrigel® Basement Membrane 

Matrix High Concentration (HC), *LDEV-free, Product Number 354248) in 96-well 

plates. The cells were irradiated (0, 3, 6 and 9Gy) 24h after seeding and colonies 

(>50 cells) were microscopically counted 7 days after IR (2.5 magnification). In 

addition, colonies picture were taken by fluorescence microscopy (RFP, GFP, bright 

light) at 10 magnifications to determine the composition of the colonies98.  

Figure III.2: Plasmid vectors map A. pTagRFP-N vector map encoding red fluorescence 

protein tagRFP. The vector allowed TagRFP expression alone in mammalian cells. 

pTagRFP-N vector encodes for neomycin (G418) for eukaryotic selection. B. pEGFP-N1 

vector map encoding green fluorescence protein GFPmut1 variant. The vector allowed GFP 

expression alone in mammalian cells. pEGFP-N1 vector encodes for neomycin (G418) for 

eukaryotic selection. 

A. 
B. 
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10. Mouse tumor model 

C57BL/6 wild-type (WT) mice were bred and housed under specific-pathogen-free 

conditions in the animal facilities laboratory of the University Hospital Essen. Food 

and drinking water were provided ad libitum. All protocols were approved by the 

universities’ animal protection boards in conjunction with the legal authority (LANUV 

Düsseldorf) according to German animal welfare regulations and by the Committee 

on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the responsible authorities [Landesamt für 

Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz (LANUV), Regierungspräsidium Düsseldorf 

Az.84-02.04.2014.A244; Az.84-02.04.2015.A586; Az.81-02.04.2018.A158; Az. 81-

02.04.2018.A267]. Mouse xenograft tumors were generated by subcutaneous 

injection of 0.25 x 106 or 0.125 x 106 cancer cells (MPR31.4 or Py8119) either alone 

or mixed with 0.25 x 106 or 0.125 x 106 fibroblasts cells (NIH-3T3 or L929) into the 

hind limb of mice (total volume 50 μl) as previously described96. Up to 20 animals of 

each experimental group received a single subcutaneous injection of 0.5 x 106 or 

0.25 x 106 viable cells.  

11. Tumor irradiation 

Mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane and irradiated in 0.8% isoflurane with 

either a single dose of 0Gy (sham control treatment) or with 10Gy ±5% in 5mm 

tissue depth (∼1.53Gy/min, 300kV, filter: 0.5mm Cu, 10mA, focus distance: 60cm) 

using a collimated beam with a XStrahl RS 320 cabinet irradiator (XStrahl Limited, 

Camberly, Surrey, Great Britain)99. Mice were humanely sacrificed with CO2 inhalation 

at indicated time points, and tumor tissue was isolated for respective downstream 

analysis. 

12. Preparation of tumor for paraffin sections and cryosections 

Tumors were fixed overnight at 4°C in 4% PFA in PBS, pH 7.2 and placed in 

embedding cassettes. After, dehydration in 70% ethanol, PFA-fixed tumors were 

processed using automated standard procedures and subsequently embedded in 

paraffin. Five µm tissues sections obtained with Leica microtome were mounted on 

coated microscope slides.  
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13. Immunohistochemistry 

Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were hydrated using a descending alcohol series, 

incubated for 10–20 min in target retrieval solution (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) and 

incubated with blocking solution (2% fetal calf serum/phosphate-buffered saline). 

After permeabilization, sections were incubated with primary antibodies over night at 

4°C. Antigen was detected with a peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (1/250) 

and DAB staining (Dako). Nuclei were counterstained using hematoxylin.  

14. Hematoxylin and eosin staining 

Tumor sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). H&E is commonly 

used for identification of tissue structures. Hematoxylin stains cell nuclei purplish 

blue. Eosin stains cytoplasmic proteins and connective tissue fibers in different 

shades of pink and red. Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were hydrated using a 

descending alcohol series, stained 5 minutes in Mayer’s hematoxylin and 3 minutes in 

0.5% eosin G. 

15. Masson Goldner Trichrome  

Tumor sections were stained with Masson Goldner Trichrome (TC; Carl Roth 

Karlsruhe). TC is commonly used to selectively identify connective tissue, muscle and 

collagen fibers. Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were hydrated using a descending 

alcohol series subsequently stained for 5 minutes in a 1:1 solution of Weigert’s 

hematoxylin components A and B. The slides were then stained with the solutions 

Goldner I (ponceau – acid fuchsin), Goldner II (phosphotungstic – orange) and 

Goldner III (light green), alternating the staining steps with 30 seconds washes in 

1% acetic acid solution to remove the stain in excess.  

16. Statistical Analysis 

If not otherwise indicated, data were obtained from 3 independent experiments with 

at least 5 mice each. Statistical significance was evaluated by 1-way ANOVA followed 

by Tukey’s comparisons post-test and set at the level of p≤ 0.05. Data analysis was 

performed with Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad, La Jolla, California). 
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IV. RESULTS 

To investigate whether fibroblasts and more specifically CAFs modulate the 

radiation response of malignant tumors, different types of cancer cells and fibroblasts 

were used in this study (Table IV.1). Fibroblasts and cancer cells from different 

tissue’s origins were selected with regard to the knowledge that breast, and prostate 

tumors contain a high number of CAFs and skin a high number of fibroblasts.  

The different fibroblast-tumor cell combinations investigated in the present 

thesis revealed differences in the tumor radiation response. The impact of fibroblasts 

on tumor cells radiation response largely depended on the fibroblast and tumor cell 

type. Fibroblasts exerted either a tumor-suppressing effect or tumor-promoting 

effect. Therefore, the results were presented distinctly depending on the effect 

observed on the tumor. 

A. Fibroblasts exert tumor-suppressing effects 

1. Fibroblasts increased cancer cell death after radiation in 

short-term assays via a paracrine mechanism of action.  

In order to gain insight into the effect of fibroblasts on the cancer cell 

radiation response, in vitro experiments with different sets of cancer cells (here 

MPR31.4 and B16F10) and fibroblasts (L929 and NIH-3T3) were performed. First, 

cancer cells and fibroblasts were co-cultured in a self-established indirect co-culture 

system (Transwell) to investigate the influence of factors secreted by the fibroblasts 

on the respective cancer cells. Cancer cell proliferation and apoptosis were measured 

Table IV.1: Name and origin of the different cell lines used. 
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after 72h of fibroblasts-cancer cell co-culture in a ratio of one to one (Figure IV.1A, 

1E).  

In the indirect co-culture, L929 fibroblasts-derived signals increased the 

proliferation of MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells, as they were able to enhance the 

number of total cancer cells from 1.3±0.1 x106 cells at 48h to 2.8±0.4 x106 total cells 

at 72h whereas under control conditions, no increase in cell numbers could be 

observed (Figure IV.1B). Instead NIH-3T3 fibroblasts-derived signals induced a 

Figure IV.1: Stromal fibroblasts were able to induce an increase of prostate and 

melanoma cancer cell death while cell proliferation was not affected after radiation. 

MPR31.4 or B16F10 cancer cells alone or together with stromal fibroblasts (in indirect co-

culture) were cultured for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1, A-E). After 48h and 

72h, total cell numbers as well as dead cells were counted by trypan blue (B-F, C-G). “ns” 

present for no significant, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001, analyzed by two-way 

ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared cancer cells with fibroblasts to cancer cells 

cultured alone. “ns” present for no significant, #p<0.5, ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 and ####p<0.0001 

analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 72h to 48h. SubG1 

fractions were measured by Nicoletti staining85, 72h after irradiation (D-H). **p<0.01, *** 

p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test.  
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decrease of B16F10 melanoma total cell numbers at 72h, from 1.2±0.4 x106 cells in 

control condition to 0.6±0.06 x106 cells when indirectly co-cultured with NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts (Figure IV.1F).  

As expected, cancer cell proliferation decreased after radiation, only 

1.21±0.25 x105 and 1.10±0.28 x105 MPR31.4 and B16F10 total cells were present in 

the well (Figure IV.1B and F). Fibroblast-derived signals had no influence on the total 

numbers of irradiated cancer cells, neither on MPR31.4 or B16F10 proliferation. 

(0.84±0.08 x105 MPR31.4 cells and 0.97±0.14 x105 B16F10 cells, 72h after XRT 

when co-cultured with L929 and NIH-3T3, respectively) (Figure IV.1B and 1F). In 

addition, fibroblasts were able to induce an increase in cancer cell death after 72h in 

both cell lines. MPR31.4 and B16F10 cell death levels increased from 6.7%±4.1 and 

6.9%±2.2 to 15.9%±3.9 and 27%±4.8, respectively (Figure IV.1C, 1G). After IR, 

fibroblasts-derived signals resulted in enhanced apoptosis induction. Co-culturing 

with L929 fibroblasts resulted in 41.8%±10.3 of MPR31.4 cancer cells apoptosis as 

compared to MPR31.4 when cultured alone (26.6%±5.3 apoptosis) (Figure IV.1D). 

NIH-3T3-derived signals induced 33.9%±1.0 of B16F10 cancer cell apoptosis, as 

compared to 22.1%±1.7 when B16F10 were cultured alone (Figure IV.1H)  

Taken together in indirect co-culture L929 were able to increase MPR31.4 cell 

death and NIH-3T3 increased B16F10 cell death as well as radiation-induced cell 

death suggesting a radio-sensitizing effect whereas proliferation was not affected. 

2. Fibroblasts did not influence cancer cell long-term survival

after radiation.

The indirect co-culture system was further used to study the long-term 

survival of respective cancer cells using standard 2D colony formation assay (CFA). 

No effect of fibroblasts was observed (Figure IV.2) on the MPR31.4 and 

B16F10 long-term survival. Indeed, after counting the colonies (figure IV.2B, 2F) and 

calculating the cancer cell survival (Figure IV.2A, 2C, 2D and 2E). There was no 

significant difference between the survival fraction of the cancer cells cultured alone 

compared to the survival fraction of the cancer cells co-cultured indirectly with the 

fibroblasts. 
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However, B16F10 co-cultured with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts showed less plating 

efficiency compared to B16F10 culture alone (Figure IV.3). NIH-3T3 fibroblasts had 

an impact on B16F10 colonies formation but not on the radiation survival fraction. 

Figure IV.2: L929 and NIH-3T3 fibroblasts did not alter the clonogenic survival of 

MPR31.4 and B16F10 cancer cells. MPR31.4 or B16F10, cancer cells were plated alone or 

together with stromal fibroblasts for 24h prior to irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1) and 

further incubated for additional 7 days after irradiation. Graphs depict the surviving fractions 

from two independent experiments measured in sextuplet each (means ± SEM) (A-D, C-E). 

Plates were scanned, colonies were counted, and survival fraction was calculated (B-F). “ns” 

present for no significant analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 

Figure IV.3: NIH-3T3 fibroblasts induced a decrease of B16F10 colonies formation in 

indirect co-culture whereas L929 had no effect on MPR31.4 plating efficiency. Plating 

efficiency of previous colony formation assay were calculated by dividing number of plating 

cells per the number of colonies formed. “ns” present for no significant and *p<0.05 analyzed 

by t-test. 
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3. L929 fibroblasts had no influence on the growth and the 

radiation response of subcutaneous MPR31.4 prostate tumors in 

vivo. 

To investigate a potential relevance of the in vitro findings, MPR31.4 prostate 

cancer cells were implanted subcutaneously either alone or in combination with 

stromal L929 fibroblasts onto immune competent C57BL/6 mice. Tumor growth and 

growth retardation upon radiation were determined by measuring tumor size every 

day until the end of the experiment (Figure IV.4). 

Tumors generated by co-implantation of MPR31.4 together with L929 cells and 

MPR31.4 alone reached a 6-fold volume after 4.42±1 days and 3.91±0.54 days, 

respectively, while irradiated tumors reached 6-fold volume after 9.1±2.23 and 

7.71±2.75 days, respectively. Thus, co-implantation with L929 fibroblasts had no 

significant effect on the tumor growth since both tumors generated with MPR31.4 or 

MPR31.4 together with L929 had a comparable growth delay of respectively 3.81 and 

4.68 days (Figure IV.4). 

Figure IV.4: Stromal L929 fibroblasts did not affect tumor growth and the radiation 

response of prostate tumors. MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells alone or together with L929 

skin fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted onto the hint leg of 

C57BL/6 mice. When tumor volumes of ~100 mm³ were reached, one group received a 

single radiation dose of 10Gy to the tumor. The tumor volume was determined at indicated 

time points (left diagram). Data were represented as mean ± SEM from 2-3 independent 

experiments (in total 13 to 16 mice). Tumor growth and respective tumor growth delay were 

determined as time (days) until the 6-fold volume was reached (right diagram). ***p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001 by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. 
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At the end of the experiments, to evaluate the tumors cell proliferation states 

into the different tumors, tumors were isolated and subjected to IHC for proliferating 

cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (brown staining) (Figure IV.5). 

MPR31.4 tumors co-implanted with L929 fibroblasts expressed less PCNA than 

MPR31.4 tumor generated alone (Figure IV.5) pointing to inhibitory effects of L929 

stromal fibroblasts on proliferation of prostate MPR31.4 tumor cells in vivo. 

Taken together, fibroblast-derived signals increased cancer cell death in short-

term experiments in vitro and reduced MPR31.4 tumor cell proliferation in vivo. Even 

though, fibroblasts did not impact cancer cell long-term survival, tumor growth and 

radiation response (Table IV.2). Overall, in this set of experiments the fibroblasts 

seemed to have more tumor-suppressive effects. 

Table IV.2: L929 and NIH-3T3 induced an increase of MPR31.4 and Py8119 cell death (   ). 

L929 were shown to reduce MPR31.4 tumor proliferation. These results suggested a 

radiosentizing effect of the fibroblasts on the cancer cells. Minus (-) stand for “no effect” and 

“n.d” for “not determined”.  

Figure IV.5: Stromal fibroblasts, L929 induced a decline of the proliferation into the 

prostate tumor, MPR.31.4. MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells alone or together with L929 skin 

fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted in C57BL/6 mice’s right leg. 

When tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–12 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were 

isolated and subjected to IHC. Sections were stained for Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen 

(PCNA). Representatives’ pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 mice in total). 
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B. Fibroblasts exert a tumor-promoting effect 

1. Fibroblasts can increase cancer cell proliferation and reduce 

radiation-induced cancer cell death in vitro via a paracrine 

mechanism of action.  

The indirect co-culture system was further used with other cancer 

cell/fibroblast combinations. MPR31.4 were co-cultured with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and 

Py8119 breast cancer cells with L929 fibroblasts (Figure IV.6A, 6E). The combination 

of these fibroblasts cultured together with these cancer cells resulted in increased 

resistance of MPR31.4 and B16F10 to IR.  

Figure IV.6: Fibroblasts increased proliferation and reduced radiation-induced cell 

death of prostate and breast cancer cells. MPR31.4 or Py8119 cancer cells were cultured 

alone or together with stromal fibroblasts (in indirect co-culture) for 24h prior to irradiation 

with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1, A-E). After 48h and 72h, total cell numbers as well as dead cells 

were counted by trypan blue (B-F, C-G). *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 analyzed by two-

way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared cancer cells with fibroblasts to cancer 

cells cultured alone. “ns” present for no significant, #p<0.5 and ##p<0.01 analyzed by two-

way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 72h to 48h. SubG1 fractions were 

measured by Nicoletti staining85, 72h after irradiation (D-H). *p<0.05 and ****p<0.0001 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test.  
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NIH-3T3-derived paracrine signals induced an increase of MPR31.4 

proliferation and a decrease of MPR31.4 cells death after radiation. L929-derived 

signals induced an increase as well of Py8119 proliferation and a decrease of cells 

death after radiation (Figure IV.6).  

After 72h of co-culture, MPR31.4 cultured together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts 

showed 2.6±0.3 x106 cells numbers whereas MPR31.4 cells cultured alone showed a 

lower cell numbers of 1.9±0.2 x106 cell (Figure IV.6B). After radiation, the numbers 

of total Py8119 co-cultured together with L929 fibroblasts were 0.8±0.004 x106 cells 

whereas Py8119 cells cultured alone reached only 0.6±0.1 x106cells (Figure IV.6F). 

Respective fibroblasts affected cancer cell proliferation even after radiation (for 

Py8119 co-cultured with L929).  

Cancer cells indirectly co-cultured with fibroblasts showed less cell death 72h 

after irradiation compared to the cancer cells cultured alone. Indeed, after IR, 

MPR31.4 cells showed 32.9±11.7% and Py8119 19.1±1.3% cell death. When 

indirectly co-cultured with NIH-3T3, MPR31.4 cell death was only 15.5±7.3% (Figure 

IV.6C) and Py8119 cell death was only 11.7±0.07%, respectively (Figure IV.6G). 

Moreover, irradiated MPR31.4 cells underwent less apoptosis when indirectly co-

cultured with NIH-3T3 cells (17.3±1.4%) as compared to MPR31.4 cultured alone 

(Figure IV.6D). 

 In addition, it could be observed, that fibroblast-derived signals altered cancer 

cells migration after radiation. For this, a scratch was induced in the middle of the 

cell layers after IR (Supplementary figure VII.1A). In the Py8119 cultured alone, the 

scratch was reduced by 58.67±21.46µm after 72h, whereas when co-cultured with 

L929 fibroblasts, the scratch was reduced approximately by 180.32±54.89µm 

(supplementary figure VII.1B). After radiation, Py8119 cells co-cultured indirectly 

with L929 fibroblasts, closed the wound faster than Py8119 cultured alone. 

In summary, in these cell combinations fibroblast-derived signals were shown 

to increase proliferation and to reduce cancer cell death after IR. Moreover, the 

fibroblasts may also influence cancer cell migration. 
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2. Fibroblasts improved MPR31.4 prostate and B16F10, breast 

cancer cell long-term survival in indirect co-culture 

In the presence of NIH-3T3 or L929 fibroblasts the long-term survival of 

MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells, respectively was significantly improved (indirect 

(transwell co-culture system) (figure IV.7) 

After quantification of the colonies (figure IV.7), the survival fraction of 

MPR31.4 cells cultured alone was lower than the survival fraction of MPR31.4 

indirectly co-cultured with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. The survival fraction of Py8119 cells 

was also improved when co-cultured with L929 fibroblasts compared to the Py8119 

cells alone. The survival fraction of MPR31.4 and Py8119 alone was 0.051±0.003 and 

0.104±0.003 after 5Gy IR. When indirectly co-cultured with the respective 

fibroblasts, the survival fractions of MPR31.4 and Py8119 significantly improved to 

0.067±0.001 and 0.171±0.001, respectively.  

However, no significant difference was observed in the cells plating efficiency 

between cancer cells cultured alone or together with fibroblasts (data not shown). 

Figure IV.7: NIH-3T3 fibroblasts increased clonogenic survival after radiation of 

MPR31.4 cells and L929 fibroblasts increased clonogenic survival of Py8119 breast 

cancer cells. MPR31.4 or Py8119 cells were plated alone or together with stromal 

fibroblasts for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1) and subsequently further 

incubated for additional 7 days. Graphs depict the surviving fractions from two independent 

experiments measured in sextuplet each (means ± SEM) (A-D, C-E). Plates were scanned, 

colonies were counted, and survival fraction was calculated (B-F). *p<0.05 analyzed by one-

way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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3. Fibroblasts improved prostate cancer long-term survival in 

3D direct co-culture 

Earlier work has revealed that fibroblasts/CAFs were shown to communicate 

with cancer cells by paracrine signal via small molecules like cytokines but also by 

direct cell-to-cell interaction44. To extend the effects observed in indirect co-culture, 

the direct interactions between stromal fibroblasts and cancer cells were investigated 

in addition using a 3D co-culture system. To allow discrimination of cancer cells and 

fibroblasts in these co-cultures MPR31.4 cancer cells were transfected with a pEGF-

N1 vector encoding GFP whereas NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were labeled with a pTagRFP-N 

vector encoding RFP, sorted by flow cytometry for fluorescence-positive cells and 

subsequently additionally selected with G418 antibiotics for vector-integrated cells. 

MPR31.4 GFP-tagged cells were then cultured alone or in presence of NIH-3T3-RFP 

fibroblasts in a self-established 3D Matrigel co-culture system. Therefore 1000 of 

cancer cells were plated alone or together with 1000 fibroblasts in highly 

concentrated Matrigel. Colonies were observed by bright field and fluorescence 

microscopy 7 days after XRT (Figure IV.8B, 8C). 

Figure IV.8: Stromal fibroblasts increased clonogenic survival after radiation of the 

MPR31.4 cancer cells in direct 3D culture.  MPR31.4 cancer cells were plated for colony 

formation assay alone or together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio (1/1)) in a 3D Matrigel 

system, irradiated with indicated doses (0–9Gy) and subsequently further incubated for 

additional 7 days. Surviving fractions from three experiments measured in quintuplet each 

were shown (means ± SEM). A-C the colonies were counted, and the survival fraction 

calculated. B-D Phase contrast pictures at 25x magnifications. E-F Representative 

fluorescent at 100x magnifications. Fibroblasts were stably transfected with RFP (red) and 

cancer cells with GFP (green). *p<0.5, by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Formed colonies were quantified and cancer cell clonogenic survival was 

calculated (Figure IV.8A, 8C). Co-culture with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts enhanced 

clonogenic survival of MPR31.4 cells compared to MPR31.4 cells alone. 

 The survival fraction of MPR31.4-GFP alone was 0.283±0.017 after 6Gy IR 

while when co-cultured with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, the survival fraction increased to 

0.458±0.078, that indicates an increase of radiation resistance of the MPR31.4 

cancer cells. In addition, cell plating efficiency were calculating for all conditions. 

NIH-3T3 enhanced the MPR31.4 formation of colonies compared to MPR31.4 

cultured alone (Figure IV.9). 

To exclude colonies composed only of fibroblasts in the co-cultures; the 

composition of the colonies was evaluated by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 

III.7B). In the direct co-culture conditions, colonies were composed either of a 

mixture of MPR31.4 cells and fibroblasts (GFP and RFP signal) or only of cancer cells 

(GFP). Colonies composed only of fibroblasts (RFP signal) were not found. Of note, 

fibroblasts cultured alone (figure IV.8B, 8C, right column) did not form regular 

colonies.  

In summary, the direct interaction of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts with MPR31.4 

prostate cancer cells promoted the long-term survival of the irradiated cancer cells in 

3D co-culture in vitro. 

4. CAFs induced radiation-resistance in vivo using prostate and 

breast cancer xenografts 

To further validate the previous observations, in vivo experiments were 

performed using the MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells implanted subcutaneously 
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Figure IV.9: NIH-3T3 fibroblasts increased MPR31.4 colonies formation in 3D direct co-

culture. Plating efficiency of previous colony formation assay was calculated by dividing 

number of plating cells per the number of colonies formed. *p<0.05 analyzed by t-test. 
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either alone or in combination with stromal NIH-3T3 and L929 fibroblasts onto 

C57BL/6 mice.  

Co-implantation of MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells with NIH-3T3 stromal 

fibroblasts as well as co-implantation of Py8119 prostate cancer cells with L929 

stromal fibroblasts led to increased tumor growth and significantly reduced tumor 

growth delay after IR when compared to tumors generated by cancer cells alone 

(Figure IV.10A, 10B).  

The tumors generated by co-implantation of MPR31.4 and NIH-3T3 cells or 

MPR31.4 alone reached a 4-fold volume after 3.21±1.41 days and 2.88±1.03 days, 

Figure IV.10: NIH3T3 fibroblasts induced MPR31.4 prostate radio-resistance and tumor 

growth delay after radiation as well as L929 fibroblasts on Py8119 breast cancer cells. 

MPR31.4 prostate (A) or Py8119 breast (B) cancer cells alone or together with NIH-3T3 (A) 

or L929 (B) fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted on C57BL/6 mice. 

When tumor’s volumes of ~100 mm³ were reached, one group received a single radiation 

dose of 10Gy to the tumor. The tumor volume was determined at indicated time points (left 

diagram). Data were represented as mean ± SEM from 2-3 independent experiments. Tumor 

growth and respective tumor growth delay were determined as time (days) until the 4 or 6-

fold volume was reached (right diagram). “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 

and ****p<0.0001 by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. 
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respectively; though the irradiated tumors reached 4-fold volume after 4.78±2.16 

and 6.54±2.30 days, respectively (Figure IV.10A). Thus, tumors generated by co-

implantation of MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 cells showed a growth delay of only 1.57 days 

after receiving IR compared to the tumor generated with MPR31.4 alone which had a 

growth delay of 3.65 days after radiation. 

Moreover, tumors generated by co-implantation of Py8119+L929 and Py8119 

alone reached a 6-fold volume after 9.5±2.66 and 9.3±2.06 days respectively 

whereas the same set of irradiated tumors reached their 6-fold volume after 

12.44±4.53 days and 15.33±2.18, respectively (Figure IV.10B). The combination of 

cancer cells and fibroblasts led to a reduction in radiation-induced tumor growth 

delay of 2.94 days compared to a radiation-induced growth delay of tumors 

generated from PY8119 cells alone by 6.03 days. 

At the end of the experiments, tumors were isolated and subjected to IHC for 

PCNA. Irradiated MPR31.4 tumors co-implanted with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and Py8119 

tumors co-implanted with L929 fibroblasts were more reactive to PCNA than 

MPR31.4 and Py8119 tumors generated alone (Figure IV.11). This indicates that 

these fibroblasts can promote MPR31.4 or Py8119 tumor cell proliferation after 

radiation in vivo.  

Figure IV.11: The presence of radio-resistance promoting fibroblasts resulted in 

increased immunoreactivity for the proliferation markers PCNA. MPR31.4 prostate 

alone or together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or together 

with L929 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted onto C57BL/6 mice. 

When tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–21 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were 

isolated and subjected to IHC. Sections were stained for Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen 

(PCNA). Representatives’ pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 mice total). 
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Thus, confirming the in vitro observation, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts induced 

MPR31.4 prostate tumor radio-resistance and L929 fibroblasts induced Py8119 breast 

tumor radio-resistance in vivo. 

Taken together, fibroblasts-derived signal increased proliferation and reduced 

cancer cells death in short-term experiments in vitro. Fibroblasts-derived signal and 

direct interaction with cancer cells promoted cancer cells long-term survival after 

radiation in 2D and 3D experiments in vitro. Fibroblasts induced tumor radio-

resistance in vivo with an increase of tumor proliferation (Table IV.3). Overall, in this 

set of experiments, fibroblasts exerted a tumor-promoting effect and induced cancer 

cells radio-resistance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The further investigation of other combinations, e.g. the effect of NIH-3T3 on 

Py8119, L929 on B16F10, and NIH-3T3 and L929 fibroblasts on TrampC1 prostate 

cancer cells revealed no influence of fibroblast-derived signals on the proliferation 

and death of these cells in indirect co-culture (Supplementary figure VII.2). But 

surprisingly, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts enhanced clonogenic survival of Py8119 cells in 

direct co-culture (Supplementary figure VII.3) and in indirect co-culture, respectively 

(only a trend, supplementary figure VII.4). Though the presence of NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts in Py8119 tumors had no effect on tumor growth, radiation response 

(Supplementary figure VII.5) and tumor cell proliferation in vivo (Supplementary 

figure VII.6). Thus, under certain conditions fibroblasts seem to have no clear impact 

on tumor progression and radiation response. 

Table IV.3: L929 and NIH-3T3 induced an decrease of MPR31.4 and Py8119 cell death after 

XRT (  ). L929 were shown to increase Py8119 tumor proliferation after XRT. Fibroblasts 

induced an increase of survival fraction as well as tumor proliferation. These results suggested 

a radio-resisting effect of the fibroblasts on the cancer cells. Minus (-) stand for “no effect” and 

“n.d” for “not determined”.  
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Taken together, the presented results strongly suggest that the impact of 

fibroblasts on cancer cell radiation response largely depends on the fibroblast-tumor 

cell combination. Fibroblasts exerted either a tumor-suppressing effect, a tumor-

promoting effect and radio-resistance, or no effect (Table IV.4), which leads to the 

speculation that the influence of the fibroblasts to alter (i) tumor progression and/or 

(ii) the therapeutic response may be determined by the cancer cells potential to 

activate the respective fibroblasts. 

C. Influence of the cancer cell-fibroblast ratio for the radiation 

response 

Previous studies demonstrated that the percentage of intra-tumoral stroma 

may vary between tumors; moreover some studies suggested that a high amount of 

intra-tumoral stroma may predict worse prognosis100. In order to investigate the 

influence of an enhanced relative amount of stromal fibroblasts (increased fibroblast-

tumor cell ratio) on the radiation response of cancer cells, similar experiments as 

before were performed with a two-fold increase in the fibroblast numbers.  

Table IV.4: Multiple effects of fibroblasts on the radiation response of tumor cells. NIH-3T3 

induced a B16F10 radio-sensitizing effect when it induced MPR31.4 radio-resistance. L929 

induced MPR31.4 radio-sensitizing effect when it induced Py8119 radio-resistance. Minus (-) 

stand for “no effect”. The white square stand for “no investigation”.   
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1. A two-fold increase in the fibroblast-tumor cell ratio did not 

impact the tumor cell radiation response in vitro.  

Therefore, MPR31.4 were plated with NIH-3T3 and Py8119 cancer cells were 

plated with L929. Cancer cells were plated on the bottom of the well whereas 2 times 

more fibroblasts were plated in the transwell inserts (Figure IV.12A, 12E) when 

compared to the experiments depicted in figure IV.6A, 6E, 24h prior irradiation. Then 

both cell line were irradiated with 0 or 10Gy. The impact of fibroblast-derived signal 

on cancer cell proliferation and apoptosis were study as described above. 

In the indirect co-culture, increasing cell number of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts 

induced an increase of MPR31.4 total cells number after 72h, raising from 1.9±0.2 

Figure IV.12: Increasing fibroblast numbers did not affect the cancer cell radiation 

response promoted by stromal fibroblasts in short term experiments. MPR31.4 or 

Py8119 cancer cells were cultured alone or together with stromal fibroblasts (in indirect co-

culture) for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-2, A-E). After 48h and 72h, total cell 

numbers as well as dead cells were counted by Trypan blue (B-F, C-G). *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

and ****p<0.0001, analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 

cancer cells with fibroblasts to cancer cells cultured alone. # p<0.5, #### p<0.0001 analyzed 

by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 72h to 48h. SubG1 fractions 

were measured by Nicoletti staining85, 72h after irradiation (D-H). *p<0.05 and *** p<0.001 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test.  
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x106 total cells under control conditions to 3.1±0.7 x106 total cells when co-cultured 

with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (Figure IV.12B).  

In contrast to the results observed previously, figure IV.6 at 1:1 ratio, 

increasing the amount of L929 fibroblasts did not induce an increase of Py8119 

breast total cells number after IR. L929 fibroblasts derived signal decreased Py8119 

total cells number at 0Gy, from 3.1±0.1 x106  total cells to 1.2±0.04 x106 total cells 

when co-culture with L929 fibroblasts (Figure IV.12F). 

Increasing the fibroblast-cancer cells ratio in the indirect co-culture appeared 

to have controversial effects on cancer cell proliferation. Indeed, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, 

induced an increase of MPR31.4 total cells numbers at both ratios (ratio (1-1), figure 

IV.6B and ratio (1-2), figure IV.12B). Instead L929 fibroblasts induced an increase of 

Py8119 total cells number after IR at a ratio (1-1) (Figure IV.6F) but seemed to have 

no effect after IR at a ratio (1-2) (Figure IV.12F). 

However, increasing NIH-3T3 cells numbers or L929 cells number did not 

affect the influence of NIH-3T3 and L929 fibroblasts derived signals on cell death or 

irradiated MPR31.4 and Py8119 cells. After IR, MPR31.4 cancer cells showed 

32.9±11.7% and Py8119 19.1±1.3% total cell death. When indirectly co-cultured 

with NIH-3T3 and L929 fibroblasts, MPR31.4 total cell death was only 19.7±5.4% 

(Figure IV.12C) and Py8119 total cell death 8.9±3.4% (Figure IV.12G). Moreover, 

after IR, MPR31.4 showed more apoptosis (27.0±4.8%) when cultured alone 

compared to indirect co-culture with 2*NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (20.1±1.7%) (Figure 

IV.12D). 

Thus, fibroblasts reduced death of irradiated cancer cells at both ratios (ratio 

(1-1), figure IV.6C, 6G and ratio (1-2), figure IV.12C,12G). 

Besides, other cells set (MPR31.4-L929 and B16F10-NIH-3T3) were plated at a 

ratio of (1-2). No change was observed on the cancer cell proliferation and cell death 

after radiation in indirect co-culture between ratio (1-2) compared to ratio (1-1) 

(Supplementary figure VII.7). 
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2. Increasing NIH-3T3 fibroblasts amount did not induce 

MPR31.4 radio-resistance in vivo 

In order to investigate the influence of the relative amount of stromal 

fibroblasts (increased fibroblast-tumor cell ratio) on the tumor radiation response, 

MPR31.4 were co-implanted subcutaneously either alone or together with stromal 

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on C57BL/6 mice at a tumor/fibroblast ratio of 1/2 (Figure 

IV.13).  

Tumor generated by co-implantation of MPR31.4 + 2x NIH-3T3 cells and 

MPR31.4 alone reached respectively a 5-fold volume after 3.81±0.27 days and 

3.62±0.67 days while irradiated tumors reached respectively 5-fold volume after 

8.43±5.05 and 6.87±2.85 days. Thus, co-implantation with NIH-3T3 stromal 

fibroblasts had no significant effect on the tumor growth since both tumors 

generated with MPR31.4 or MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 had a growth delay of respectively 

4.62 and 3.25 days (Figure IV.13). 

Figure IV.13: Increasing the fibroblasts numbers resulted in the elimination of stromal 

fibroblasts-promoted tumor radio-resistance. MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells alone or 

together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:2)) were subcutaneously co-implanted in 

C57BL/6 mice’s right leg. When tumor’s volumes of ~100 mm³ were reached, one group 

received a single radiation dose of 10Gy to the tumor. The tumor volume was determined at 

indicated time points (left diagram). Data were represented as mean ± SEM from 2-3 

independent experiments. Tumor growth and respective tumor growth delay were 

determined as time (days) until the 5-fold volume was reached (right diagram). **p<0.01, 

****p<0.0001 by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Conclusively, these results demonstrate that the cancer cell/stromal fibroblast 

proportion in the tumor might impact the outcome of radiotherapy under certain 

conditions. Thereby these findings implicate that the contribution of stromal 

fibroblasts to tumor progression and therapy response might depend on the ability of 

the cancer cells to activate the surrounding stromal fibroblasts. Higher numbers of 

fibroblasts could thus mean less fibroblast activation by the cancer cells. Cancer cells 

might need more time to activate a higher number of fibroblasts. Indeed, our results 

revealed that increasing the fibroblasts/cancer cell ratio had no influence in short-

term experiments but had a strong influence in long term and more clinically relevant 

in vivo experiments (Table IV.5). 

 

 

Table IV.5: Influence of the ratio cancer cells-fibroblasts on the tumor radiation response. 

Increased number of NIH-3T3 did not induce MPR31.4 tumor growth delay compared to 

tumors with a smaller number of fibroblasts in vivo. However, fibroblasts had the same 

influence on the cancer cells in short term study in vitro independently of the fibroblasts 

number. Minus (-) stand for “no effect and n.d. for not determined”.   
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D. Fibroblasts alter the phenotype of cancer cells: L929 

fibroblasts were able to induce epithelial-mesenchymal transition 

(EMT) in cancer cells after radiation 

One well-known mechanism of tumor resistance is EMT101. Therefore, it was 

investigated if fibroblasts may promote cancer cell radio-resistance by inducing 

cancer cell EMT. Real Time RT PCR analyses were performed for the EMT markers α-

SMA, Snai1, Snai2, and TGF-β). Therefore MPR31.4 or Py8119 cancer cells exposed 

to the same indirect co-culture system as described above (Method 1. Indirect 

(Transwell) co-culture) and cultured for 72h after XRT. 

 First, the effect of the radiation alone on the cancer cell phenotype was 

analyzed. In MPR31.4, an approximately 10-fold increase in α-SMA expression could 

be detected whereas SNAI2 expression decreased to 1/3 and SNAI1 and TGF-β were 

not modified by XRT compared to non-irradiated controls. In Py8119, an increase of 

SNAI2 by approximately 2-fold was detected but no change of α-SMA, SNAI1 and 

TGF-β expression were found (Figure IV.14). In B16F10, a decrease in SNAI1 and 

TGF-β expression was detected as well as an increase of α-SMA expression but no 

Figure IV.14: Radiation itself is not sufficient to induce epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) in cancer cells. MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells were cultured alone for 

24h prior to irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). 72h after RT, quantitative real time PCR 

(qRT-PCR) analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA, Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were 

performed in total RNA isolates of cultured cancer cells. Respective expression levels were 

normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples 

per group measured each in triplicate each. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, 

*** p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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change of SNAI2 was found after radiation (Supplementary figure VII.8). Thus, 

radiation alone is not sufficient to induce a significant change in EMT markers, and 

thus to induce EMT in cancer cells.   

 

Secondly, the effect of fibroblasts-derived paracrine signals on the cancer cell 

phenotype was also analyzed. L929 fibroblasts induced an increase of α-SMA (about 

3.5-fold), SNAI1 (about 3-fold) and TGF-β (about 5-fold) expression in MPR31.4 

cancer cells but had no influence on SNAI2 expression level. However, NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts had no influence on α-SMA, SNAI1, SNAI2 and TGF-β expressions levels in 

MPR31.4 cancer cells; similarly, L929 fibroblasts had no influence on α-SMA, SNAI1, 

SNAI2 and TGF-β expressions levels in Py8119 cancer cells after 72h of indirect co-

culture (Figure IV.15). NIH-3T3 had neither an influence on EMT marker expression 

levels in B16F10 (Supplementary figure VII.9). Thus, only co-culture of MPR31.4 

cancer cells together with L929 induced an increase of EMT-marker expression in the 

cancer cells. NIH-3T3 derived paracrine signals neither induced an increase of EMT 

Figure IV.15: Fibroblasts-derived signals did not induce EMT in cancer cells (except 

MPR+L929). MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells were cultured alone or together with stromal 

fibroblasts NIH-3T3 and L929, (transwell, (ratio 1-1)). After 96h, qRT-PCR analysis of the 

reactive EMT markers α-SMA (Acta2), Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were performed in total RNA 

isolates of cultured cancer cells. Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin 

(set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured 

each in triplicate. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, and ****p<0.0001 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Figure IV.16: L929 fibroblasts-derived signal induce EMT in cancer cells after IR. 

MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells were cultured alone or together with stromal fibroblasts 

NIH-3T3 and L929 for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). After 72h, qRT-PCR 

analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA (Acta2), Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were 

performed in total RNA isolates of cultured cancer cells. Respective expression levels were 

normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples 

per group measured each in triplicate. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, and 

****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 

marker expression in MPR31.4 nor in B16F10 cells and L929-derived signals failed to 

induce EMT in Py8119 cancer cells. 

 

Next, it was investigated whether the fibroblasts-derived signal influenced the 

cancer cell phenotype after radiation. Both MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells cultured 

indirectly 72h with L929 fibroblasts and irradiated, showed a characteristic EMT 

phenotype (Figure IV.16). L929 fibroblasts induced an increase of α-SMA (about 3-

fold), SNAI1 (about 2-fold), SNAI2 (about 3-fold) and TGF-β (about 2-fold) marker 

expression levels in irradiated MPR31.4 and Py8119 cancer cells. In contrast, NIH-

3T3 fibroblasts had no influence on α-SMA, SNAI1, SNAI2 and TGF-β marker levels in 

irradiated MPR31.4 cancer cells. In addition, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts induced a decrease 

of TGF-β expression and had no influence on α-SMA, SNAI1, SNAI2 in irradiated 

B16F10 cancer cells (Supplementary figure VII.10). 

 Therefore, only L929 fibroblasts induced an EMT phenotype in MPR31.4 and 

Py8119 cancer cells after radiation. While NIH-3T3 fibroblasts induced radiation 

resistance of MPR31.4, they did not induce EMT in MPR31.4 after radiation. In 
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addition, L929 fibroblasts had no influence on the radiation response of MPR31.4, but 

induced MP31.4’s EMT. Therefore, the differential effects of fibroblasts on the cancer 

cell radiation response cannot be simply explained by EMT induction in cancer cells. 

E. Fibroblasts’ activation into CAFs by cancer cells  

The communication between stromal cells and cancer cells was shown to be 

bidirectional23. Concerning the hypothesis that cancer cells were able to activate 

fibroblasts into pro-tumorigenic CAFs we quantified typical CAFs markers (α-SMA, 

PDGFR-β, and NG2) in mRNA isolated from fibroblasts via qRT-PCR. NIH-3T3 and 

L929 fibroblasts were generated in the same indirect co-culture system as described 

above and cultured with cancer cells for 72h after XRT (of both cell lines). 

 First, the effect of the radiation alone on the fibroblast activation phenotype 

was analyzed. Fibroblasts L929 and NIH-3T3 were plated and cultured for 72h after 

radiation (Figure IV.17). Radiation alone was not able to induce a CAFs phenotype 

into L929 and NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. Radiation induced a decrease of PDGFR-β of 

Figure IV.17: Radiation alone was not sufficient to induce a CAFs phenotype in short-

term indirect co-culture. L929 or NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts alone were cultured alone 

24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy. After 72h, qRT-PCR analysis of the CAFs markers α-

SMA, PDGFR-β and NG2 were performed in total RNA isolates of cultured fibroblasts. 

Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean 

values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured each in triplicate. “ns” 

present for no significant, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed 

by Tukey’s test. 
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approximately 1.5-fold and no change of α-SMA and NG2 in L929 fibroblasts. Instead 

radiation induced an increase of α-SMA expression by about 7-fold in NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts when compared to non-irradiated controls, whereas NG2 and PDGFR-β 

expression was not significantly changed. Thus, radiation alone is not sufficient to 

induce a significant change in the fibroblast phenotype. 

Next, the effect of the cancer cells on the fibroblast’s phenotype was analyzed 

(Figure IV.18). MPR31.4 induced a decrease in PDGFR-β expression by about 1.5-

fold, an increase in NG2 of about 5-fold and did not change the expression of α-SMA 

in L929 when compared to L929 cultured alone. Surprisingly, MPR31.4 did not 

influence PDGFR-β and NG2 levels in NIH-3T3 although it increased α-SMA 

expression levels by about 3.5-fold in NIH-3T3. Even though, NIH-3T3 was shown to 

induce MPR31.4 radio-resistance in previous experiments. In addition, B16F10 did 

not influence α-SMA and PDGFR-β levels, however it decreased NG2 levels in NIH-

3T3 fibroblasts (Supplementary figure VII.11). Thus, in contrast to our expectation 

Figure IV.18: Cancer cells didn’t induce a CAF phenotype in fibroblasts in short-term 

indirect co-culture. L929 or NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts were cultured alone or together 

with MPR31.4 (transwell, ratio1-1). After 72h, qRT-PCR analysis of the CAFs markers α-

SMA, PDGFR-β and NG2 were performed in total RNA isolates of cultured fibroblasts. 

Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean 

values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured each in triplicate. “ns” 

present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA 

test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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cancer cells did not induced CAFs-like phenotypes in fibroblasts in indirect co-culture, 

at least under the experimental conditions of the present thesis.  

Finally, the effect of the cancer cells on the fibroblasts’ phenotype after 

radiation was determined by measuring the RNA expression level of CAF markers 

after irradiation of cancer cells and fibroblasts into the indirect co-culture model.  

MPR31.4 did not influence α-SMA, PDGFR-β and NG2 levels in NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts after IR. In L929 fibroblasts, after IR, MPR31.4 induced an increase of 

NG2 about 3.5-fold, a decrease of approximately 1.5-fold and did not influence α-

SMA levels (Figure IV.19). 

In conclusion, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts co-cultured indirectly with MPR31.4 cancer 

cells did not undergo a significant up-regulation of known CAFs markers except for α-

SMA before or after radiation. This might indicate that an indirect co-culture with 

cancer cells is not sufficient to induce a CAF-like phenotype or that a larger number 

of CAFs markers needs to be investigated.  

Figure IV.19: Fibroblasts did not express a CAFs-like phenotype 72h after radiation in 

indirect co-culture with cancer cells. L929 or NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts alone or 

together with MPR31.4 or B16F10 cancer cells (transwell, (ratio 1-1)) were cultured 24h prior 

irradiation with 0 or 10Gy. After 72h, qRT-PCR analysis of the CAFs markers α-SMA (Acta2), 

PDGFR-β and NG2 were performed in total RNA isolates of cultured fibroblasts. Respective 

expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 

3 independent samples per group measured each in triplicate each. “ns” present for no 

significant and *p<0.5 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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F. Fibroblasts phenotype in tumors  

As the indirect co-culture of NIH-3T3 (or L929) and MPR31.4 or L929 and 

Py8119 did not reveal a clear CAF-like phenotype, α-SMA expression levels were 

analyzed in isolated tumor tissues of tumors raised from co-implantation of cancer 

cells (MPR31.4 and Py8119) and fibroblasts (NIH-3T3 and L9292), compared to the 

tumors generated from cancer cells alone. Tissue morphology and the composition of 

the tumors were evaluated by trichrome (TC) and Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) 

staining. TC is commonly used to selectively identify connective tissue (green), 

muscle and collagen fibers. Hematoxylin stains cell nuclei purplish blue. Eosin stains 

cell cytoplasm protein and connective tissue fibers in different shades of pink and 

red. 

1.  L929 skin fibroblasts 

Figure IV.20 : Stromal L929 fibroblasts induced a slight increase of the CAF marker, α-

SMA as well as fibrotic compartment in irradiated tumors. MPR31.4 prostate cancer 

cells alone or together with L929 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-

implanted in C57BL/6 mice. At the end of the experiment, when tumor volumes reached a 

critical size (5–12 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated and subjected to IHC 

using an α-SMA antibody. Masson Goldner trichrome and Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) 

staining were performed in addition. Photomicrographs depict representative pictures of 2-3 

experiments (5 mice in total) at 200x magnification.  
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A slight increase of α-SMA was observed by IHC staining in the tumors 

generated by co-implantation of MPR31.4 cells and L929 fibroblasts (which had no 

influence on the radiation response) compared to tumors generated from MPR31.4 

cells alone, as indicated by the increase in the brown color (Figure IV.20). An 

increase in connective tissue fractions (in green, TC staining) and in fibrotic 

morphology (H&E) was also observed in the MPR31.4+L929 tumors after radiation 

when compared to MPR31.4 tumors.  

These results suggested that MPR31.4 tumor generated with L929 fibroblasts 

have a more fibrotic phenotype. The low SMA levels might indicate that the 

fibroblasts present in the tumors were not reactive tumor-promoting CAFs. 

Besides, similar results as MPR31.4+L929 were observed in Py8119+NIH-3T3 

tumors compared to Py8119 tumors (Supplementary figure VII.8).  

Figure IV.21 : L929 stromal fibroblasts led to a strong increase in the expression of the 

CAF marker, α-SMA and enhanced levels of fibrotic compartments in the tumor after 

irradiation. Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or together with L929 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) 

were subcutaneously co-implanted onto C57BL/6 mice. At the end of the experiment, when 

tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–12 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated 

and subjected for IHC using an α-SMA antibody. Masson Goldner trichrome and HE stains 

were performed in addition. Representatives’ pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 

mice in total) at 200x magnification. 
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On the contrary, Py8119+L929 (which were shown to induce a tumor radio-

resistance) showed a strong increase in α-SMA expression after radiation compared 

to the Py8119 tumor alone and a large increased in connective tissue expression (in 

green, TC staining) as well as in fibrotic areas (figure IV.21). 

2. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts 

Tumors generated with co-implantation of MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 (which were 

shown to induce a tumor radio-resistance) showed a strong increase in α-SMA 

expression after radiation compared to the MPR31.4 tumor alone and a large 

increase of connective tissue and of fibrotic areas (figure IV.22). 

Figure IV.22: NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts led to a strong increase of CAFs marker, α-

SMA as well as fibrotic compartment in the tumor after irradiation. MPR31.4 prostate 

cancer cells alone or together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously 

co-implanted onto C57BL/6 mice. When tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–12 days 

after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated and subjected for α-SMA IHC, Masson Goldner 

trichrome and HE stains. Representatives’ pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 

mice total). 
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These results suggested that MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 and Py8119+L929 tumors 

might contain more reactive stroma and activated pro-tumorigenic CAFs which are 

illustrated by strong α-SMA expression levels, whereas MPR31.4+L929 might contain 

less activated CAFs. These activated pro-tumorigenic CAFs might contribute to 

increased radio-resistance of the tumors. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

A. Tumor promoting effect of Cancer-associated fibroblasts  

1. Pro-tumorigenic activities of CAFs 

Research during the last decade revealed that CAFs play an essential role in 

the tumor development102,103. Direct stimulation of cancer cells by CAFs-derived 

signals promote cancer cells proliferation104,105. Indeed, in the present study, it was 

confirmed that fibroblasts-derived signal increased proliferation and reduced cancer 

cells death in short-term experiments in vitro. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were shown to 

promote MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells proliferation and L929 fibroblasts were shown 

to promote Py8119 breast cancer cells proliferation in indirect co-culture through 

paracrine derived signals. Consistent with the observations of the present study, 

direct stimulation of cancer cells by CAF-derived signals enhanced also migration and 

invasion106,107 as described by Owens et al. and Pena et al. CAFs-derived signals (e.g. 

MMP) also promoted the adoption of cancer stem cells phenotype via EMT induction 

which led to a higher cancer aggressiveness101,108. Indeed, breast and prostate 

cancer cells undergoing EMT were shown to lose cell-cell contacts and acquire a 

mesenchymal phenotype developing invasive and migratory abilities thereby escaping 

the primary tumor and allowing dissemination of metastases at distance, as well as 

developing stem-like properties109. However, in contrast with these findings, in the 

present study, EMT was only induced in MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells by L929 skin 

fibroblasts after 96h of indirect co-culture. The time of indirect co-culture were 

suspected to be insufficient for fibroblasts to definitively act on cancer cells. 

The pro-tumorigenic functions of CAFs are generally determined by their 

transformed secretome67,110,111. CAFs up-regulate genes as chemokines like CXCL2, 

CXCL1, CXCL5 or CCL3, cytokines like IL-6, IL-1β or IL-1F9, IL-11 and ECM 

components like MMP12 or MMP3 as well as serglycin or cyclooxygenase (Cox-2) 

compared to normal fibroblasts111. Pro-tumorigenic activities of CAFs induce strong 

paracrine effects impacting on different cell types present in the tumor like platelet, 

endothelial or immune cells and involved host cells recruitment112–114. For example, 

platelet protect circulating tumor cells from immune system, as well as assist them 

during extravasation115. It is a rich source of TGF-β116. Calon et al., showed that 
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colorectal tumor-derived TGF-β promote IL-11 production from CAFs to increase 

platelet activation which may further enhance stromal TGF-β response113. Moreover, 

Jia et al. show that isolated CAFs from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) promote the 

growth of HCC via the secretion of HGF104. Thus, determination of specific CAF 

secretome is important to better understand CAF pro-tumorigenic activities. 

2. CAFs induce radio-resistance 

Radiotherapy plays a central part in curing cancer. For decades, most research 

on improving treatment outcomes has focused on modulating radiation-induced 

biological effects on cancer cells, ignoring complex biological exchanges between the 

tumor and its surroundings117. The TME start to be recognized as a pivotal 

importance in cancer radiation response84. Factually, in the present study, 

fibroblasts-derived signal and direct interaction with cancer cells promoted cancer 

cells long-term survival after radiation in 2D and 3D experiments in vitro. Fibroblasts 

induced tumor radio-resistance in vivo with an increase of tumor proliferation. NIH-

3T3 embryonic fibroblasts were shown to promote better clonogenic MPR31.4 

prostate cancer cells survival after radiation in direct 3D and indirect 2D co-culture as 

well as to induce tumor growth delay and radio-resistance in vivo. In addition, L929 

skin fibroblasts were shown to promote clonogenic Py8119 breast cancer cells 

survival in indirect co-culture and to induce tumor growth delay and radio-resistance 

in vivo. In this context, the CAFs showed the ability to promote tumor radio-

resistance and tumor proliferation after IR. Overall, in this set of experiments, 

fibroblasts exerted a tumor-promoting and radio-resistance effect. It would be 

interesting to characterize the change in those CAFs secretome which lead to cancer 

cells radio-resistance. 

Precisely, IR leads to a quick, total and persistent activation of the TME118. 

Damage from ionizing radiation leads to effects on numerous cell types within the 

TME. Tumor endothelial cells are sensitive to radiation, and the death of these cells 

initiates the inflammation cascade. Radiation‑induced vascular damage potentiates 

tumor hypoxia and triggers immune responses through the increased production of 

cytokines and chemokines that induce immune cells recruitment. CAF activation 

(illustrating by a strong α-SMA expression in the tumor after IR) following radiation 
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leads to altered growth factor secretion and to the release of numerous modulators 

of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and cytokines84. 

It has been shown that exposure of fibroblasts to growth factors (TGF-β, 

PDGF), cytokine (e.g. IL-1, IL-6) and ROS or a rigid matrix can induce a CAFs 

phenotype119,120. Many cytokines are induced by IR (e.g. epidermal growth factor121, 

pro-inflammatory cytokines122, fibroblasts growth factor). Additionally, irradiated lung 

and pancreatic CAFs have been reported to show changes in secretory signal with 

consequence for tumor growth and invasion123,124. Hellevick et al. showed that CAFs 

isolated from lung tumors and exposed to IR result in downregulation of angiogenic 

molecules secretions such as stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SCDF-1), angiopoietin, 

and thrombospondin-2 and in up- regulation of basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 

released. Besides, it was also shown that breast cancer cell grown in association with 

chronic irradiated fibroblasts in a three dimensional co-culture increase malignant 

behavior and progression125. Moreover, high abundance of CAFs, leukocytes and 

endothelial cells in rectal tumor predict RT resistance126.  

In addition, pro-tumorigenic CAFs secrete variety of pro-inflammatory 

factors110,127 leading to the recruitment and promotion of immunosuppressive128 and 

tumor promoting immune cells129 which contribute to a tumor permissive 

environment. Tumor progression requires the cancer cells to develop resistance to 

immune attack. Thus, immune cells may play a role in the CAFs-induced tumor radio-

resistance phenotype. 

In accordance with this knowledge, tumor tissues were isolated and subjected 

for IHC for CD45 specifics markers of immune cells (Figure V.1). Preliminary data 

indicate that tumors generated by co-implantation of MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 and 

Py8119+L929 were more reactive to CD45 (brown staining, arrow) after IR 

compared to the tumor generated with cancer cells alone or with co-implantation of 

MPR31.4+L929. Tumors MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 and Py8119+L929 which showed tumor 

radio-resistance before, had a stronger immune cells infiltration after IR. These data 

suggested that immune infiltration induced by radiation and CAFs may play a role in 

the tumor radiation response. 
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It would be interesting to characterize which type of immune cells infiltrated 

the tumor in this context. Tumor phenotype can be separated into two main groups, 

based on rich or poor infiltration of T lymphocytes, often referred to as “hot” and 

“cold” tumors, respectively130,131. In hot tumors the relative proportion of T CD8 

effector cells and T regulatory cells differs, reflecting different degrees of 

immunosuppression and influencing the tendency of a tumor to progress132. IL-6 

produced by CAFs constrains the maturation of dendritic cells and redirects 

monocytes toward macrophage differentiation133. In addition, CAFs producing 

CXCL12 and CCL2 chemokines can recruit macrophage into the TME and support 

their differentiation into the tumor-associated macrophage type 2 (TAM-2) activated 

phenotype129. Moreover, Comito et al already showed that CAFs support the 

differentiation of macrophage into tumor-promoting TAM-2 in prostate tumors.  

Furthermore, myeloid derived suppressor cells can also be recruited by CAFs 

secreted chemokines and inhibit the activity of natural killer (NK) and T cells in the 

TME as well as induce agiogenesis75.  

Thus, it can only be speculated that hereby, CAFs promote the recruitment of 

immunosuppressive and tumor-promoting immune cells in the prostate and breast 

tumors after radiation which lead to the protection of the tumor from radiation.  

Figure V.1: NIH-3T3 fibroblasts led to an increase of immune infiltration into MPR31.4 

tumors as well as L929 fibroblasts into Py8119 tumors after irradiation. MPR31.4 

prostate or Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or together with NIH-3T3 or L929 fibroblasts 

(ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted onto C57BL/6 mice. When tumor volumes 

reached a critical size (5–21 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated and subjected 

for CD45 IHC staining. Representatives’ pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 mice 

total). 
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3. Importance of stoma/tumor cells ratio 

The present study demonstrates the cancer cell/stromal fibroblast proportion 

in the tumor might impact the outcome of radiotherapy under certain conditions. 

Thereby these findings implicate that the contribution of stromal fibroblasts to tumor 

progression and therapy response might depend on the ability of the cancer cells to 

activate the surrounding stromal fibroblasts. Higher numbers of fibroblasts could thus 

mean less fibroblast activation by the cancer cells. Cancer cells might need more 

time to activate a higher number of fibroblasts. Indeed, our results revealed that 

increasing the fibroblasts/cancer cell ratio had no influence in short-term experiments 

but had a strong influence in long term and more clinically relevant in vivo 

experiments. As described previously, normal fibroblasts have a tumor-inhibiting 

effect43. Then, fibroblasts are activated into CAFs by the cancer cells. But, the pro-

tumorigenic activity of CAFs evolves gradually depending of the amount of signal 

they receive from the cancer cells and the TME. Tumors were isolated 7 to 15 days 

after implantation due to the legal and ethical tumor size limitation. Cancer cells 

might not have the time to transform the fibroblasts into pro-tumorigenic CAFs in this 

model when a higher number of fibroblasts was implanted. However, clinical studies 

revealed that patients with high stromal/carcinoma ratios have a poor prognosis. E.g. 

In colorectal cancer134 and in oral squamous cell carcinoma135, high tumor/stroma 

ratios led to treatment resistance and worse outcome. To study more in detail the 

impact of stroma/cancer cells ratio on tumor radiation response, it would be 

interesting to establish long-term in vivo experiments (weeks) with low cancer cells 

amount implantation and/or with patient derived CAFs. Organoids implantations 

composed of different cancer cells/fibroblasts ratio could be also another possibility. 

Different and higher ratio of cancer cells/fibroblasts could be study to determine 

more precisely how and when the cancer cells success to transform fibroblasts into 

pro-tumorigenic CAFs. Proportion of fibroblasts/cancer cells and normal 

fibroblasts/CAFs at the time of radiation would be also interesting to investigate for a 

better understanding of how tumor become radio-resistant. However, the difficulty to 

characterize a specific CAF phenotype with specific markers limit the possible 

investigation.  
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B. Tumor suppressive effect of cancer-associated fibroblasts 

In the present study, fibroblasts were also shown to have tumor-suppressive 

phenotype. Fibroblast-derived signals increased cancer cell death in short-term 

experiments in vitro and reduced tumor cell proliferation in vivo. Even though, 

fibroblasts did not impact cancer cell long-term survival, tumor growth and radiation 

response. Indeed, NIH-3T3 embryonic fibroblasts revealed to have inhibitory effect 

on B16F10 melanoma cells and L929 skin fibroblasts were shown to have an 

inhibitory effect on MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells. However, NIH-3T3 were shown to 

support MPR31.4 tumor and L929 revealed to support Py8119 breast cancer cells. 

Thus, the inhibitory effect of fibroblasts was also dependent of the tissue origin and 

the tumor cells type.  

Consistent with this findings, recent data obtained from in vitro co-culture and in 

vivo xenograft models53,136 suggest a tumor inhibitory role of CAFs. E.g. Sonic 

hedgehod (Shh), a soluble ligand overexpressed in pancreatic cancer, drives 

formation of a fibroblasts-rich desmoplastic stroma. To better understand its role in 

malignant progression, Rhim et al, deleted Shh in a mouse model. Shh-deficient 

tumors showed a reduced stromal content but tumors were more aggressive137. In 

addition, Özdemir et al, revealed that depletion of myofibroblasts in mouse pancreas 

cancer by targeting α-SMA+ cells led to invasive tumors associated with decrease of 

survival136. Some components of the stroma can act to restrain tumor growth. 

Fibroblasts from normal and cancer tissue can inhibit growth of a panel of co-

cultured cancer cells138. Flaberg et al, showed in vitro that the proliferation inhibiting 

effect of the fibroblasts differed depending on  their site of origin and the age of the 

donor138. The fibroblasts panel (up to 107) included both adult and pediatric sample 

from skin and from internal sites such as the inguinal hernia sac and the prostate. 6 

human tumor cell lines (LnCap, DU-145, IB4, H1299, PC-3 and A549) were used. 

Pediatric fibroblasts were shown to have significantly stronger inhibitory effect on 

LnCap than adult fibroblasts. The opposite was true for PC3 where fibroblasts from 

adult donors could better inhibit proliferation of PC3. In overall, skin fibroblasts 

showed a better inhibitory capacity than fibroblast derived from internal sites. In 

addition, the majority of the analyzed fibroblast samples inhibited the proliferation of 

the slowly growing cells line as LnCap, Du-145 and IB-4. The co-culture of the fast-
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growing tumor cells (H1299, PC-3 and A549) revealed a full spectrum of growth 

ranging from strong inhibition to no inhibition or to support of growth.  

 CAFs express a variety of different factors that contribute to shaping the tumor 

environment. CAFs derived factors act in a cell type and/or tumor stage-dependent 

manner. E.g. TGF-β (which CAFs is an important source) suppresses tumor initiation 

and early tumor growth139 but promotes tumor progression and metastasis140. In 

general TGF-β is early express in irradiated tissue due to the fact that the ECM is a 

reservoir for TGF-β141. Determination of TGF-β status in our tumor tissues would be 

interesting. 

The molecular mechanisms underlying the differential action of CAFs from 

promoting to inhibiting tumors, still needs to be elucidated. One mechanism known 

so far was provided by Chang et al.: herein primary fibroblasts (CAFs or normal 

breast-associated fibroblasts (NAFs)) were isolated from breast cancer patients. 

MDA-MB-231 and SKBR3 breast cancer cells were co-cultured with those primary 

fibroblasts. By cDNA microarrays Robo1 was found as an interesting candidate which 

might explain the contrasting phenotypes of the fibroblast-suppressing cell lines 

versus the fibroblast-promoting cancer cell lines. Normal fibroblasts and CAFs 

expressing the Robo1 ligand, Slit2 were shown to inhibit the tumor-promoting 

potential of breast cancer cells142. The tumorigenic inhibition of breast cancer cells is 

determined by an interaction between the Robo1 receptor and its ligand Slit2, which 

is secreted by stromal fibroblasts. Clinically, high Robo1 expression in the breast 

cancer cells was associated with better breast cancer patients’ survival, and low Slit2 

expression in the breast stromal fibroblasts was related to lymph node metastasis. 

However, tumor-inhibiting functions of CAFs are poorly investigated. 

Tumor promoting or tumor inhibiting activities of CAFs is determined by their 

intrinsic properties like the immune or ECM modulation, and how the signals are 

processed by the TME102,143. Anti-tumor properties are predominantly associated with 

their function as regulators of anti-tumor immunity49. Indeed, tumors generated with 

fibroblasts sensitive to radiation showed a low level of immune infiltration 

(MPR31.4+L929, Figure IV.1). This suggests that fibroblasts may not be able to 

recruit and promote tumor-promoting immune cells as TAM-2 or T regulatory cells. 
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C. Heterogeneity of CAFs lead to CAFs subtype 

Different cellular origins and tumor-derived factors shape the CAF phenotype. 

Identification and characterization of a CAF phenotype remains challenging. Several 

intracellular and plasma membranes associated proteins are used as CAF 

markers49,144. The markers that are the most commonly used to identify CAFs in vivo 

in pre-clinical and in clinical studies54 include (i) ECM components such as collagen I, 

collagen II, fibrobnectin, TN-C and periostin, and remodeling enzymes, such as LOX, 

LOXL1, MMPs and TIMPs145,146; (ii) growth factors and cytokines, such as TGF-β, 

VAGF, PDGF, EGF, FGF, PGE2, CTGF, SDF-1 and WNTs67,110,145; (iii) receptors and 

other membrane-bound proteins, such as PDGFRα/β, VCAM1, DDR2, TGFβRI/II, 

EGFR, FGFRs, BMPRI, podolanin and FAP23,147,148; (iv) cytoskeleton components and 

other cytoplasmic proteins, such as desmin, vimentin, α-SMA and FSP1/S100A465,147. 

Orr et al revealed additional markers such as ASPN, ZEB1 and OGN that distinguish 

prostate CAFs from their normal counterpart149. The established CAFs markers are 

not unique for fibroblasts cell type and are expressed by other cell types of the tumor 

(e.g smooth muscle cells, epithelial cells) which shows the plasticity of stromal cells. 

 In addition, within the same type of tissue, CAFs markers are not uniformly 

expressed on every CAFs150,151. Tchou et al, revealed that CAFs isolated from the 

three main subtype of breast cancer Her2+, ER+ and triple negative (TNBC) 

expressed different gene profiles. CAFs derived from Her2+ breast cancer were 

shown to up-regulate pathways associated with cytoskeleton and integrin signaling 

compare to CAFs derived from TNBC and ER+ cancer150. Sugimoto et al were first to 

describe different CAFs-subtypes base on expression analysis of FSP-1, PDGRβ, NG2 

and α-SMA in pancreatic and breast cancer mouse model65. This study revealed that 

one CAFs-subtype expressed α-SMA, PDGRβ and NG2, another expressed FSP-1. 

However, it is not clear how many subtypes exists. In the present study, it was 

decided to characterize the different CAFs depending of their action on the tumor 

response. It was hypothesized that NIH-3T3 which induced MPR31.4 prostate tumor 

radio-resistance and L929 which induced Py8119 breast tumors radio-resistance were 

expressing different CAFs markers profile than NIH-3T3 which induced B16F10 

melanoma inhibition and L929 which induced MPR31.4 prostate cancer cells 

inhibition. PDGFR-β, NG2 and α-SMA are the most characterized and used CAFs 
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markers in the literature, it is why they were chosen in this study.  However, a clear 

and specific phenotype was not observed between the different fibroblasts. Those 

markers were differentially expressed from one fibroblast to another and were not 

linked to a specific function. Furthermore, like described previously, CAFs markers 

are strongly heterogeneous and not yet well determined. Other CAFs markers 

expression or gene expression profiles between the different fibroblasts generated 

need to be examined.  

However, it is conceivable that different subtypes exert different functions even in 

the same tumor145,152. E.g. in pancreatic cancer different subtypes of CAFs can exert 

distinct paracrine actions that impact tumor-enhancing inflammation153. The pro-

tumorigenic functions of CAFs could be attributed to their role in reprogramming and 

shaping the metabolic microenvironment of tumors49,154. In addition, the CAFs can 

act on stimulation with other stromal cells like immune cells or platelets leading to a 

dynamic microenvironment. A complex stimulating microenvironment of CAFs and 

tumor explain the differences observed in experiments between in vitro (2D versus 

3D) and in vivo and their limitations. A tri co-culture cancer cells, fibroblasts and 

immune cells would be interesting to develop to mimic at its maximum the tumor 

complexity and its role on CAFs function. Isolation of CAFs directly from generated 

tumors which exerted a radio-resistance phenotype (MPR32.4+NIH-3T3 and 

Py8119+L929) or which exerted radio-sensitivity phenotype (MPR31.4+L929) could 

be used in vitro to better determine or characterize CAFs sub-populations with a 

specific function and radiation response. In addition, these CAFs isolated could be 

reimplanted in mice in combination of another cancer cells types to determine 

whether this CAFs still induce the same tumor radiation response as before or 

whether the new tumor entities change de novo the CAFs phenotype.  
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D. CAFs as another polarized cell type 

Taken together, the presented results strongly suggest that the impact of 

fibroblasts on cancer cell radiation response largely depends on the fibroblast-tumor 

cell combination. Fibroblasts exerted either a tumor-suppressing effect, a tumor-

promoting effect, or no effect, which leads to the speculation that the influence of 

the fibroblasts to alter (i) tumor progression and/or (ii) the therapeutic response may 

be determined by the cancer cells potential to activate the respective fibroblasts. In 

contrast to this observation, CAFs are currently defined by their tumor-promoting 

activities and their association with cancer cells within the tumor. However, the initial 

definition of CAFs is challenged by CAFs’ functional diversity. As discuss previously, 

different elements like the diverse secretome of CAFs, their expression of signaling 

receptors together with epigenetic reprograming likely contribute to the plasticity and 

diverse phenotype of CAFs. To better express the dynamics state of fibroblasts, 

Mader et al. introduced the term “CAFs state” to describe the marker-based 

heterogeneity of these cells54. Moreover, Augsten et al, extend the concept of 

“polarization” used in the context of immune cells into CAFs66. CAFs type 1 and type 

2 would mark the end of polarization spectrum and represent distinct cellular lineage 

associated with different markers and opposing activities in the tumor. CAFs1 would 

be shown to promote tumor growth and radiation resistance by secreting survival 

signal, remodeling ECM to favor invasion and reshape tumor immunity to favor 

immunosuppressive environment, when CAFs2 would induce tumor-suppressive 

effect and radio-sensitivity, restrain growth by remodeling the ECM and eliciting an 

anti-tumor immune response. 

 Polarization appears to be a more general phenomenon155. Indeed, different 

tumor associated cells types actively regulate the polarization status of each other. 

For example, it is known that CAFs-derived signals can promote the polarization of T 

CD4+ lymphocytes to adopt a tumor-suppressive phenotype156. Main of the research 

studying the impact of CAFs on cancer cells and CAFs characterization use co-culture 

of CAFs and cancer cells. However, in human tumors every stromal cell influence 

activation state and phenotype of each other.  
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However, considering the tumor heterogeneity, a certain CAF subtype might 

display suppressive effect in a particular tumor microenvironment while having 

stimulatory effect in another157. 

Nevertheless, genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMS) are offering new 

insight on functional heterogeneity136. For example, the study of GEMMS designed to 

delete the pro-angiogenic growth factor VEGFs in breast CAFs revealed that there are 

distinct functional subtype of CAFs145. O’connell and al showed that FSP positive 

(S100A4+) stromal fibroblasts are important for metastatic colonization of breast 

tumors. 

The most challenging aspect in the study of CAFs is to characterize 

heterogeneous CAFs subpopulation markers that inform on their functions at distinct 

stages of cancer progression. This would be beneficial for cancer treatment. 

E. Conclusion

The impact of fibroblasts on tumor cells radiation response largely depends on 

the fibroblast and tumor cell type, the culture conditions (direct/indirect co-culture) 

and the respective endpoint (short-term versus long-term; in vitro versus in vivo). 

 In indirect co-culture, MPR31.4+NIH-3T3 and Py8119+L929 were shown to 

have less cell death and a better proliferation in indirect short-term co-culture. They 

expressed a better clonogenic survival after radiation in indirect 2D co-culture and in 

direct 3D co-culture. They were also shown to increase tumor proliferation and to be 

radio-resistant in vivo. On the contrary, MPR31.4+L929 and B16F10+NIH-3T3 were 

shown to increase cell death in short term after radiation and to express no 

difference in clonogenic survival in indirect 2D co-culture. They were also shown to 

have less proliferation in vivo and no impact on the tumor radiation response.  

Thus, fibroblasts exerted either a tumor-promoting and radioresistant effect, a 

tumor-suppressing effect or no effect. This observation may be explained by the fact 

that tumor-residing fibroblasts exhibit a certain degree of plasticity as other stromal 

cells types and that the same type of CAFs can exert a broader spectrum of activities 

ranging from tumor stimulation to tumor inhibition66,158 (Figure V.2). However, 

deeper CAFs phenotype characterization would be necessary to determine which 
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Figure V.2: Dual role of CAFs on radiation response of solid tumor: another polarized 

cell type of the tumor microenvironment.  CAFs 1 and 2 mark the end of the polarization 

spectrum, represent distinct cellular lineage associated with different markers and opposing 

activities in the tumor. CAFs1 (in red) shown promotion of tumor growth and radiation 

resistance. When CAFs2, another type of CAFs, induced tumor-suppressive effect.   

type of CAFs is involve in tumor radiation response. Identification of better and more 

specific CAFs markers are needed as well as the mechanism underlying the influence 

of the CAFs on the tumor cells. Which type of CAFs induce radio-resistance and how. 
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A. Supplementary figures 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure VII.A.1:  

Supplementary figure VII.1: Impact of fibroblasts on cancer cells’ migration after 

radiation. Py8119 cancer cells alone or together with L929 stromal fibroblasts were cultured 

96h prior irradiation with or 10Gy (Transwell ratio 1/1). Wound healing scratch assay was 

performed 72h after IR (0Gy and 10Gy) on confluent Py8119 by drawing a line across the 

bottom of the dish (A). Migrations were measured until 72h (B). *p<0.5, and ****p<0.0001 

were analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.2: Fibroblasts had no impact on cancer cells proliferation and 

death after radiation. B16F10 melanoma (A), Py8119 breast (E) or TrampC1 prostate (I) 

cancer cells alone or together with stromal fibroblasts (in indirect co-culture) were cultured for 

24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). After 48h and 72h, total cell numbers as well 

as dead cells were counted by trypan blue (B-F-J, C-G-K). **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 analyzed 

by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared cancer cells with fibroblasts to 

cancer cells cultured alone. “ns” present for no significant, #p<0.5, ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 and 

####p<0.0001 analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 72h to 

48h. SubG1 fractions were measured by Nicoletti staining85, 72h after irradiation (D-H-L). 

SubG1 data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.3: L929 fibroblasts increased long-term survival of 

B16F10 cancer but NIH-3T3 had no influence on Py8119 clonogenic survival 

after XRT B16F10 or Py8119, cancer cells alone or together with stromal fibroblasts were 

plated 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1) and subsequently further incubated for 

additional 7 days. Graphs depict the surviving fractions from two independent experiments 

measured in sextuplet each (means ± SEM) (A-D, C-E). Plates were scanned, colonies were 

counted, and survival fraction was calculated (B-F). *p<0.05 analyzed by one-way ANOVA 

test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.4: Stromal fibroblasts NIH-3T3 increased long term 

survival after radiation of the Py8119 breast cancer cells in direct 3D culture.  

Py8119 cancer cells were plated for colony formation assay alone or together with NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts (ratio (1/1)) in a 3D Matrigel system, irradiated with indicated doses (0–9Gy) and 

subsequently further incubated for additional 7 days. Surviving fractions from three 

experiments measured in quintuplet each were shown (means ± SEM). A-C the colonies 

were counted, and the survival fraction calculated. B-D Picture of the well taken in bright light 

at 2.5 magnifications. E-F Representative pictures of the well taken by fluorescence 

microscopy at 10 magnifications. Fibroblasts were transiently transfected with RFP (red) and 

cancer cells with GFP (green). *p<0.5, by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.5: Stromal NIH-3T3 fibroblasts did not affect tumor growth and 

radiation response of Py8119 xenograft tumors. Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or 

together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted onto 

C57BL/6 mice When tumor’s volumes of ~100 mm³ were reached, one group received a 

single radiation dose of 10Gy to the tumor. The tumor volume was determined at indicated 

time points (left diagram). Data were represented as mean ± SEM from 2-3 independent 

experiments. Tumor growth and respective tumor growth delay were determined as time 

(days) until the 6-fold volume was reached (right diagram). ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 by one-

way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.6: Stromal NIH-3T3 fibroblasts did not influence the 

proliferation of Py8119 xenograft tumors. Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or together 

with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted onto C57BL/6 

mice. When tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–21 days after tumor irradiation) tumors 

were isolated and subjected for IHC. Sections were stained for PCNA. Representatives’ 

pictures were shown from 2-3 experiments (5 mice in total). 
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Supplementary figure VII.7: Increasing fibroblasts numbers did not affect the cancer 

cells radiation response promoted by stromal fibroblasts in short-term study. 

MPR31.4 or B16F10 cancer cells were cultured alone or together with stromal fibroblasts (in 

indirect co-culture) for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-2, A-E). After 48h and 72h, 

total cell numbers as well as dead cells were counted by trypan blue (B-F, C-G).  

***p<0.001, and ****p<0.0001, analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, 

compared cancer cells with fibroblasts to cancer cells cultured alone. ##p<0.01, ###p<0.0001 

and ####p<0.0001 analyzed by two-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test, compared 72h 

to 48h. SubG1 fractions were measured by Nicoletti staining85, 72h after irradiation (D-H). 

***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 were analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s 

test.  
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Supplementary figure VII.8: Radiation itself is not sufficient to induce cancer cells’ 

epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). B16F10 cancer cells, were cultured alone for 

24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). After 72h, qRT-PCR analysis of the reactive 

EMT markers α-SMA, Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were performed in total RNA isolates of 

cultured cancer cells. Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). 

Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured each in 

triplicate each. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and 

****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.9: NIH-3T3 fibroblast did not induce B16F10 EMT.  B16F10 

cancer cells, were cultured alone or together with NIH-3T3 (ratio 1-1). After 96h, qRT-PCR 

analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA, Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were performed in 

total RNA isolates of cultured cancer cells. Respective expression levels were normalized to 

β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group 

measured each in triplicate each. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, *** 

p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.10: NIH-3T3 fibroblast did not induce B16F10 EMT after XR.  

B16F10 cancer cells, were cultured alone or together with NIH-3T3 for 24h prior irradiation 

with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). After 72h, qRT-PCR analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA, 

Snai1, Snai2 and TGF-β were performed in total RNA isolates of cultured cancer cells. 

Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean 

values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured each in triplicate each. “ns” 

present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-

way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test. 
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Supplementary figure VII.11: B16F10 did not induce NIH-3T3 fibroblast activation into 

CAFs-like phenotype.  NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, were cultured alone or together with B16F10 

cancer cells (ratio 1-1). After 96h, qRT-PCR analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA, 

NG2, and PDGFR-β were performed in total RNA isolates of cultured fibroblasts. Respective 

expression levels were normalized to β-actin (set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 

3 independent samples per group measured each in triplicate each. “ns” present for no 

significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA 

test followed by Tukey’s test 
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Supplementary figure VII.12: B16F10 did not induce NIH-3T3 fibroblast activation into 

CAFs-like phenotype after IR.  NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, were cultured alone or together with 

B16F10 cancer cells for 24h prior irradiation with 0 or 10Gy (ratio 1-1). After 72h, qRT-PCR 

analysis of the reactive EMT markers α-SMA, NG2, and PDGFR-β were performed in total 

RNA isolates of cultured fibroblasts. Respective expression levels were normalized to β-actin 

(set at 1). Shown are mean values ± SEM from 3 independent samples per group measured 

each in triplicate each. “ns” present for no significant, *p<0.5, **p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and 

****p<0.0001 analyzed by one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s test 
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Supplementary figure VII.13: NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts decreased α-SMA expression, 

the main CAFs marker, in the Py8119 breast tumor after irradiation. Py8119 prostate 

cancer cells alone or together with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously 

co-implanted in C57BL/6 mice’s right leg. When tumor volumes reached a critical size (5–21 

days after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated and subjected for α-SMA IHC, Masson 

Goldner trichrome and Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) staining. Representatives’ pictures were 

shown from 2-3 experiments (5 mice). 
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Supplementary figure VII.14: NIH-3T3 stromal fibroblasts did not influence Py8119 breast 

tumor immune infiltration. Py8119 breast cancer cells alone or together with NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts (ratio of (1:1)) were subcutaneously co-implanted on C57BL/6 mice. When tumor 

volumes reached a critical size (5–21 days after tumor irradiation) tumors were isolated and 

subjected for IHC. Sections were stained CD45. Representatives’ pictures were shown from 

2-3 experiments (5 mice total). 
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B. Abbreviations 

% Percent 

% v/v Percent volume 

% w/v Percent weight per volume 

°C Degrees celsius 

µl Microliter 

µm Micrometer 

2D Two dimensions 

3D Three dimensions 

ANOVA Analysis of variance 

CAF Cancer-associated fibroblast 

Cav1 Caveolin-1 

CD Cluster of differentiation 

cDNA Complementary deoxyribonucleic acid 

ECM Extracellular matrix 

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

EMT Epithelial mesenchymal transition 

EndoMT Endothelial mesenchymal transition 

FACS Fluorescence activated cell sorting 

FAP Fibroblast activated protein 

FGF Fibroblast growth factor 

FSP-1 Fibroblast specific protein-1 

GFP Green fluorescent protein 

Gy Gray 

h Hour 

HGF Hepatocyte growth factor 

IGF Insulin-like growth factor 

IHC Immunohistochemistry 

IL Interleukin 

IR Ionizing radiation 

kDa Kilodalton 

kV Kilovolt 
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mA Millimeter 

min Minute 

MPR Mouse prostate reconstitution 

NG2 Neuron glial antigen-2 

PBS Phosphate buffered saline 

PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear antigen 

PDGFR-β Platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta 

PFA Paraformaldehyde 

PGE Prostaglandin 

PI Propidium iodide 

qRT-PCR Quantitative Real Time polymerase chain reaction 

RADIATE Radiation innovations for therapy and education 

RFP Red fluorescent protein 

RNA Ribonucleic acid 

RT Radiotherapy 

SDF-1 Stromal cell-derived factor 1 

SNAI Zinc finger protein 

TGF-β Transforming growth factor beta 

TN-C Tenascin-C 

TNF-α Tumor necrosis factor alpha 

α-SMA Alpha-smooth muscle actin 
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